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PREFACE

It Is now over one hundred and seventy years since that genius of 

English life, John Iienry Cardinal Newman, was born, and it is more than 
eighty years since he went to his certain rest as one of the most enlight
ened Catholics of the nineteenth century. The years between those events 
(on February 21, 1801, and August 11, 1890) contained a life that was a 
monumental pilgrimage in two fields: religion and English literature. 

Religion was the much more important endeavor; all the other facets of 
Newman’s life, especially his writing, sprang from it. Newman was a priest, 

almost all of his adult life, a confíete man of God if there ever was one. 
Beside this fact, all else was minor. Only a few have been so devoted 
to the Church; hardly anyone else has had his whole life so colored by 
his involvement in hie faith. In Newman's case it leavened everything, 

particularly his literary art, which naturally grew and evolved as a re
flection of his spirit. By the time he was a great prose master, perhaps 

the greatest of his language, he had long been a great soul. If he had 
not the time to become a great poet, albeit the writer of such first-rate 
selections as The Dream of Gerontius and "Lead Kindly Light" among others, 

it was not because of a dearth of talent, but it was the press of a deeper 
cause.

Newman's path through life was often sunny but sometimes extremely 
difficult. From the beginning, it was unique in the truest sense. For 

instance, he realized very early hia celibate calling, his piercing view 
of spiritual reality, hia unusual sensitivity to God, and his distrust of
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the material world. But as a man for all eeaaone and time, he would hove 
been wasted except for his ability to record his depth experiences with 
comparable style and sensitivity. All too often, we contend, people for

get the interrelationship of his life and writings, especially how Christian 
sentiment shaded its every facet; but the style was the result of the ex
perience, and the experience required justification by the style. Critics 
who know the facts about Newman’s life or literature may not always realize 

this. All too often they do not realize how significant a barometer of 

Newman’s poetry, for instance, his life’s work and philosophy were. We 

intend to examine this matter in our essay.
Newman might have been embarrassed or even possibly shocked that he 

is so little remembered as a serious Christian rather than a writer except 
by Catholics for the most part. We believe he would wonder how it is pos

sible to separate the man, in this case the priest, from his writings; 
yet those people who examine his output frequently do not take his life 

into sufficient account, even though he makes it clear in his spiritual 

autobiography, Apologia Pro Vita Sua, how nothing ever mattered much to 
him except the Church and his own salvation, not even his family or his 

dearly beloved Oxford. Both of these he loved deeply; yet both of these 
he sacrificed willingly when the choice was necessary. Yes, and even Eng

land, in a sense, was sacrificed when he ceased to be an Anglican and chose 
instead the pale of Catholicism; yet the depth of his feelings all too 
often goes unappreciated. Therefore, we propose to consider his poetry 

in the light of his Biblical exegesis, which is surely the product of the 
priest as well as the man, and if we are correct, we should find that his 
Scriptural interpretation, his sermons, which after all mostly only repeat 
the interpretations in less scholarly but more homiletic language, and his 

poetry are made of the same fiber.
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Our plan of examination is simple: first, we shall define what terms 

are necessary and formally state our thesis; next, we shall define the 
limits of Newman's Scriptural meanings; in the third chapter, we shall 
rather carefully inspect his hermeneutics; and last, we shall attempt to 
prove our hypothesis by applying what we have learned to his poetry. Our 

aim is neither to justify Newman's feelings, for what will suffice where 
every reason for a man's actions begins, as it must, in faith; nor to 
evaluate hie poetry, for time has already done that. No, we wish only 

to show the inseparability of the man and his work and what that work truly 

was.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Contemporary critical interest in John Henry Cardinal Newman*s Bib

lical interpretation, the science of Scriptural exegesis, has greatly in

creased our understanding and appreciation of his religious and literary 

works.^ Not that his intent in writing was ever misunderstood in his own 

day except through bias or that he was unappreciated. Even then he was 

an acknowledged master of English prose. It is only that now we have be

come aware that Newman was employing a generous system or scheme of Biblical 

interpretation in his writings, though perhaps not always consciously, 

which, properly understood, increases the enlightenment of his reader.

No man whose life has been so fruitful can be less appreciated as 

a writer when the network of his mind can be more perfectly understood.

In Newman’s case the network and the mind were vast. For instance, among 

other things, he had a far-reaching doctrine that the Bible was inspired, 

religious, economically presented (by God so that we might be accommodated 

to the divine wisdom in the frailty of our own minds), analogous (part of 

the analogy or system of the separate works of God), sacramental (as one 

of the material representatives and types of real things unseen), and uni

fied or harmonious (the New Testament fulfills the Old). Knowing these 

things enables his reader to consider each part in comparison with the
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whole because Newman himself was unified in hia outlook. Hie oneness ie 
reflected in his writing, particularly that on Scripture.

When we study him, we find that, in spite of the vastneas of hia out

look, he grounded his thinking on two fundamentals. First, he viewed Christ 
as his Lord and Savior; second, he centered his religion on the Bible, 

mainly to prove doctrine and the formularies of the Church rather than 
to teach. He interpreted Scripture as being Christ-centered and essentially 
predictive of the Messiah. Because of this, he viewed the two Biblical 

Testaments as histories showing the fulfillment of God's promises to man.
He was aware as such that they were not only prophetic but also progressive 
because they were typological in nature, which probably is the most impor
tant aspect of his system after the basic principles.

Though it can be much broader, typology basically means that certain 
persons, things, and events of the Old Testament are symbolic "shadows," 
préfigurations of the same classes of the New Testament. Therefore Mel- 
chizedek is a type of Christ, the antitype; Hebrew sacrifice is a type 

of Atonement; and Elijah's multiplication of food for the widow of Surepta 

is a foreshadowing of the Eucharist. Antitypes are not necessarily limited 
to the New Testament but can include the whole of Christian history up 

to this very moment. Thus the wanderings of the ancient Hebrews in the 
desert were a type of journey symbolizing the one required of all Christians 

bent on obtaining Paradise. Furthermore, it is true that Christians can 
have as antitypes later Christians, and it is the practice to go beyond 

the confines of the Bible to encompass pagan history and literature. When 
Charles Till Davis wrote Dante and the Idea of Rome, for instance, he con
cluded his work by saying, "If one guide must be singled out for Dante's 

vision of history, it ¿the guide/ will be found....in the author of the 
Aeneid and the Fourth Eclogues that Danstesque Virgil who preserved both
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a pride in the past and a sense of limitations and whom God chose to fore
tell the Christian future» History is therefore, for Dante, as he thought
it to be for Virgil, saga and prophecy; and its central theme is the unfold-

2 „ing of God's providence through the instrumentality of Rome." hetman 

followed this practice, also.
Though typology was heavily practiced by the early Christian Church 

and has been continued on and off to its present day revival, there is 
no general agreement about its application or even about its validity as 

a m d e  of interpretation except within sects. Not surprisingly some modern 
theologians reject it or would limit it greatly, and only a minority feel 

at liberty to exercise their own critical invention. The following cri
teria, however, will serve as a more exact definition for the purposes 

of this discussion:
A type is an historical thing of acme class, such as a person, 
place, or thing, not a fictional thing or a naturally recurring
event, such as the rotation of the seasons*
A type is historical, looking forward in time not upward in a 
hierarchy or scale of being, because the entire concept of typol
ogy is part of the Judaeo-Christian philosophy of existence 
and basically foreign to the Greek scheme of essences and Pla
tonism.
Natural objects may be types but only under special historical 
circumstances, St. Paul writes that the rock lb ses struck was 
Christ Jesus (the water coming forth was Interpreted as the 
blood and water that flowed from Christ's side when it was pierced 
by the Roman spear). However, it must be that only this rock, 
not otliers, is a type.
Types and antitypes do not necessarily completely correspond
but may differ in some respects.
Only God understands the typological significance of an event.
The authors or actors do not know what they are writing or 
doing* Thus Noah*s saving ark was not known to prefigure 
the saving of many in Christian baptism, nor did anyone
suppose that Adam’s death foreshadowed life in Christ* Con
sequently , the complete meaning of a type cannot be under
stood unless it can be contrasted with its antitype(e)*



These rules must be kept In mind In order to distinguish between type 
or prefigure or "shadow," on one hand, and allegory, metaphor, image, and 
literary symbol on the other, though this latter group is often difficult 

to classify* In the next section, we shall examine the various methods 

of interpreting Scripture which Newman held to be acceptable, but now we 
find it necessary to clarify the difference between type and metaphor.

A metaphor is a word used in other than its literal sense; it merely 
implies a comparison. A type, as we have said, is a person, thing, or 
event that foreshadows a future person, thing, or event. The maker of 
the metaphor knows what he is doing, the metaphorical intention of what 

he says, but only God as the divine author of sacred history is cognizant 

in Old Testament typology of the meaning of the event taking place, the 
typological intention.

In addition to this information on typology, we should add these per
tinent notes to what we have so-far said: that Newman's system was unique 

because he began it as an Anglican and completed it, such as it is, as 
a Catholic and also because of his own personal genius rather than his 
thorough knowledge of the hermeneutical principles of the Roman Catholic 

Church; the abeyance into which typology fell during the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries is not true of Newman because he uses it extensively. 
We always knew he was strongly influenced by Origen and other typologists
and allegpriets of the early Church. He tells us so repeatedly in the

3Apologia. But now we know more thoroughly what only gifted scholars could 

have recognized: that this sincere and great Christian man had a system 
capable of analysis, which reveals great insight into the ordering of Bib
lical events; that once the reader grasps the Newman doctrine, especially 

once he understands the allegorical interpretation of the Holy Writ and 
Newman's use of typology, the apparent meanings of his sermons and other



less formally religious writings take on added religious significance.
We shall be regarding Newman in light of the general trend of contempo

rary literary criticism, therefore, because the movement of late has been 
increasingly accustomed to looking for meaning in large patterns rather 
than in isolated incidents, particularly x-rith regard to figurative language. 
For the student of Newman it means that his Biblical symbols can no longer 

be considered as chosen for their single effect because they are part of 
an overall view of reality, a Weitanshauung, and the relationship of lan
guage to that reality.

It is not our contention that there are not other elements or concepts 
of Nexanan* s language and view which we have not heretofore mentioned. For 

many, his Platonic ideas are of great importance; however, we hold that 
his practices, while decidedly admitting Platonic influences, are more 

basically allegorical and typological and are anchored most in the prac
tices of the early Alexandrian Fathers of the ancient Catholic Church.
We further contend that an allegorical and loosely typological interpre
tation of his religious poetry is more rewarding than any other and that 
we shall find that most of it looks forward in a typical way, just as its 

xfriter did, because of a fundamental faith that the Judeo-Christian God 

was to be encountered in history. We shall attempt to prove these conten
tions by examining Newman's doctrines on the interpretation of Scripture. 

First, we shall inspect the various meanings of Holy Writ which he accepted 
and used. Then, we shall closely analyze his hermeneutics, especially 

his typology in order to conclude with a discussion of most of his religious 
poetry, certainly all that is important to our contention. We feel that 
this modus operand! shall inevitably lead to our conclusion and shall justify
our contention.



CHAPTER II

NEWMAN'S SCRIPTURAL INTERPRETATIONS

The perplexity of the unity and harmony of the Old and New Testaments 

was ever present in the thoughts of the early Fathers of the Christian 
Church, particularly those of Alexandria. And while they clearly felt 

that there was a unity which was both positive and negative (the New Tes
tament does not destroy the Old but actually "implies, presupposes, com

pletes, and illustrates" the earlier work),1 we certainly must not suppose 

that demonstration of such harmony was without its conflicts and mistakes. 
Even today the problem continues to be puzzling, having admitted no easy 
solution; and many of the ancient aspects of the problem are yet unsolved. 
For instance, there have always been divergent trends in Catholic exegesis; 

the mystical trend, as practiced by the aforementioned Fathers of the Church 

of Alexandria and later on by St. Augustine; and the literal trend, exem
plified in antiquity by the Antiochian School. Neither faction of exegetes 

contradicted Catholic teaching. Both had outstanding scholars; the lit
eral school could claim St. Chrysostom among its exponents, and the mys

tical interpreters comprised the greater part of the early Fathers. How
ever in both schools there were abuses, deficiencies, and exaggerations.

The Antiochian School, for instance, as demonstrated by Newman in The Arlans 
of the Fourth Century, was to a greater or lesser degree actually involved 
in the Arian and Nestorian heresies. The Alexandrians, and especially
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Origen, were sometimes more or less arbitrary. Generally speaking the 
faults of the two schools were as follows: the Fathers of the Antiochian 
School ignored the respect due the deeper, mystical, and spiritual mean

ing of Holy Writ; whereas the Alexandrians, in contrast, went too far in 
their ungoverned inclination to allegorize and did not esteem the literal 
and proper sense of Holy Scripture. Yet neither type capitalized on the 
other’s weakness, and, while each has enjoyed periods of favoritism, both 
still exist today, though it must be admitted that the literal method has 
had the upper hand since the rise of the Humanists. Still, many modern 

exegetes are seriously concerned about the disappearance of the mystical 
method. "Is this a healthy thing?” they have questioned. However, no 

clear answer has as yet been forthcoming. And which school is the better 

is still to be decided.
There was never any doubt in Newman’a mind about which method was 

the most acceptable. To begin with and even for part of his Catholic career, 
he preferred the "allegorical," "spiritual," "figurative," "sacramental,” 

or mystical method.(All of these terms mean the same thing except that 
occasionally "figurative" or "figurative stinse" means the same as it nor

mally would in the context of English literature. The same ia true of 

"allegorical." The reader must always examine the word as Hewnan is using 
it on the instant, taking nothing for granted merely because the term has 

been used previously^) That he favored the Alexandrian way is made very 
clear in the first chapters of The Arlans of the Fourth Century, and his 

later Anglican writings corroborate the impression. Yet, we must not mis
understand, Though Newman’s method of interpretation states in a systematic 
way his principles of interpretation, he was not guilty of the manifold 

errors of the Alexandrian School. He was wary of the possible abuses of 

the "allegorical" method, saying that "allegory can be made an instrument
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for evading Scripture doctrine." Seynaeve points out that he "attached
3much more importance to the literal sense than the Alexandrians did."

And Newman became more a critico-literary interpreter later in his life.
By 1884, when he published his "Articles" on exegesis, he had abandoned 

the mystical method in controversial matters.
Notwithstanding, he did practice the allegorical method despite its 

pitfalls. If we ask ourselves why, we must first answer that he realized
that the Bible is divine, and he refused to place a human limitation on

4God’s words, which is the reason why Newman never agreed with the idea 

of a commentator who maintained that "the sacred text need not mean more 
than the letter."'* He felt the words, being those of God, must be tran

scendent. Moreover, "Scripture ..., treating of invisible things, at best 
must usé words less than those things."^ There was simply too much in 

Scripture into which we could not enter.
The second reason why our exegete attached so much importance to the 

spiritual method was that he knew he was dealing with the Bible’s central 

fact, that of the Incarnation. To Newman’s mind, as we shall see, the 

Old Testament was but a preparation for the New, a typical or typological 

preparation. The Incarnation was "the announcement of a divine gift con
veyed in a material and visible medium"^ and "the archtype of the Sacra
mental Principle."^ Therefore, as Christ’s God-nature was both hidden 
and operative in this human nature, so the outward expression of the text 
of Scripture contained deeper realities. It was only that these need be 

explained or broadened. Every word, every part of Scripture would then 

become’ "as the expressions and shadows of great things, as seeds of thought, 
and with corresponding /jdivine/ reàlities."^ Therefore, Newman looked be
yond the bare letter. As far as he could discern, the whole of the Bible 

had "very recondite meanings.

2
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Third, the mystical-allegorical structure of the Bible itself offered

another reason for spiritual interpretation to Newman. He wrote in The

Arlans, "The inspired writings had certainly an allegorical structure and
invite an allegorical interpretation."1" By this he meant that inspired
writers saw in the past the future, that the past became a promise of the
future, and that the future regarded the past constantly because "no prophet

ends his subject; his brethren after him renew, enlarge, transfigure or
reconstruct it." Even the prophets themselves knew this and knew that
they used figures and images. Consequently, the superstructure of the
Testaments invited the exegete to view in the "Old" a shadow of the greater

"New." As Seynaeve says, "Under the shadows and figures of the Old are
hidden the substance and reality of the New Testament." Scripture itself,

therefore, "sanctions the principle of allegorizing by its own example...
There seemed every encouragement, from the structure of Scripture,....to

14induce the Alexandrians" - and, as Seynaeve adds, "Newman equally" - "to
15consider its text as the instrument of an allegorical teaching."

Offered a choice between his own National Church in 1850 and that of
16Antiquity, Newman would surely have chosen the latter.*" At the same time 

he said the "writings of the Fathers ... /had/ been simply and solely the 
one intellectual cause of his having renounced the religion in which he 

was born."1  ̂ Therefore, Henry Tristram correctly states,"the Fathers,

especially the Alexandrians, form the background of all his theological
i p 19thinking." To this Seynaeve adds that "of his Biblical thinking."

Since he so favored the early Fathers, it only assured him that his 
choice of exegetical method was the correct one. He believed in a refer

ence to Scripture as the Church always has when teaching. He held that
"Scripture /was/ ... made the rule /of development/ and £was to be/...

20moreover interpreted in a mystical sense," and he firmly believed that
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"the mystical sense *. is ... her most subtle and powerful method of proof,
21whether in ancient or modern times." The early Fathers, when defending

the doctrine of the Eoly Trinity before the Arians, made the mystical method

of interpretation the very basis of their proofs. On the other hand, the

Jews failed to recognize Christ because of their literal interpretation,
22unlike Christians, who proved Eis divinity by the allegorical sense.

Newman also believed that both the Arian and Nestorian heresies originated

directly in the Antiochian School, but we needn’t examine the heresies

noxi. Perhaps more important was his conviction that the mystical method

x/as the best proof of religion in modern times. The Council of Trent,
23affirmed Newman, appealed several times to the mystical sense. However, 

after the Council, Humanism arose and eventually the influence of Cardinal 

Cajetan (1493-1564) made the literal method prevail. But, with the rise 

of this latter method, came a hard time for Catholicism, which lends cre

dence to Newman's conclusion that "it may almost be laid down as an histor

ical fact, that the mystical interpretation and orthodoxy will stand or 
24fall together."

In concluding the discussion of these motives which influenced Nexíman

to observe a mystical interpretation of the Bible, we must note how the

method fulfilled the practical purpose which he held for Scripture. In

his Anglican xíritings and especially his sermons, as Seynaeve points out,

he, like Origen, "did not consider Scripture as a storehouse from which

argumente for discussion or demonstration could be drawn but rather ...

as a divinely provided means to make men more religious, holier, and morally 
25better." The Alexandrian Fathers exactly practiced this very end, as 

the Lord taught in his parables, nuinely that "of trying the earnestness 

and patience of inquirers, discriminating between the proud and the humble,
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and conveying instruction to believers, and that in the most permanently

impressive manner, without the world’s sharing in the knowledge" (knovm
26to the Fathers as the Discipline Arcanl)."

Now all we have said does not mean that Newman did not see the pit- 

falls of the allegorical method. He did. He also esteemed the literal 

method. Indeed he seemed in his mind to be well-aware of the abuses in 

the mystical method even for the Alexandrians, particularly for Origen, 

for whom he had great affection. In fact, Newman created some practical 

rules for avoiding these pitfalls. They should not overly concern us since 

we may assume for our purposes that the method he used was without taint. 

Nevertheless in order to present our thesis we must acknowledge that Newman 

did interpret under some restrictions and that to understand them may be 

helpful.

First of all, he believed that "every passage of Scripture had some 

one definite and sufficient sense, which was prominently before the mind 

of the writer or in the intention of the Blessed Spirit, and to which all 

other ideas, though they might arise or be implied, still were subordinate."' 

In other words, if the true sense is literal, we should look no further, 

but in some cases, the mystical is the only one which will suffice if the 

literal means nothing. Second, Newman believed that christology, being 

Christ-centered, should be the exegete’s guide. Types, therefore, should 

predict Christ, but we must remember that such predictions embrace the whole 

Bible, which admits to allegorical abuses. Third, historical prophecies 

had to be taken literally. Fourth, Newman established a small verbal and, 

therefore, literal connection between the Testaments. Finally, there was 

no doubt that Scripture admitted of several meanings, but they could not 

be inferred or the exegete infringed upon God's right.^

It is to this last principle of interpretation that we must turn for
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further edification* It might happen that a secondary or derived sense

of a passage becomes more important than the original; then, the exegete

must not fail to look for the original meaning - if possible, the literal

one - before looking for others. Nevertheless, if a deeper meaning is
29required beyond the literal sense, the exegete must seek it.

There are certain classifications of these deeper or allegorical mean-
30ings, the most important of which is the typological. Typology for Newman

31did not end with examples from Scripture; in fact, he felt the opposite,

though he realized there were pitfalls, such as, the inexact correspondence

of the antitypes or the exactness of the typical language, which he felt

could not be changed. Still, he felt that the typological sense was so
32extensive in range that it could hardly be limited. There could be 

typology between the two Testaments; or within the New Testament as messi

anic in what may be called the ecclesiastical sense; or between this world 

and heavenly reality (not Platonic), which is called eschatological or 

anagogical. Newman admitted only these kinds, however, and he approved 

no such thing as verbal typology. Furthermore, his antitype was always 

Christological and generally in agreement with those of the Alexandrian 

School.

Yet Newman probably admitted the existence of a senses plenior or

fuller sense of Sacred Scripture in his writings. It was not to be iden-
33tifled with the strict typological sense. In The Arlans we read: "The 

word allegorizing must here be understood in a wide signification; as in

cluding in its meaning, not only the representation of truths, under a 

foreign, though analogous, exterior, after the manner of our Lord's par

ables, but the practice of generalizing facts into principles, of adumbrat

ing greater truths under the image of lesser, of implying the consequences 

or the basis of doctrines in their correlatives, and altogether those
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Instances of thinking, reasoning, and teaching, which depend upon the use
of propositions which are abstruse, and of connexions which are obscure,

and which, in the case of uninspired authors, we consider profound, or po-
34etlcal, or enthusiastic, or illogical... " We must remember that "alle

gorizing" in this passage means so in the traditional sense and is the 

same as the mystical or allegorical method explained above. "Allegorizing" 
goes deeper than the typological meaning and is related to the literal 

meaning of Scripture, but our contention is that "allegorizing" is akin 
in the sense that it "looks" forward as does the typological. It must 
be obtained in the mind, by using history or psychology or some other science, 

by remaining within human knowledge but going deeper into the psychological 
sense. "Allegorizing," also,uses Bible practice, which creates a certain 

connaturality with Scripture truth. The allegorical sense is certainly 
to be found in Newman’s poetry. He said, "Blessed are they... who... en
deavor to look beneath the veil of the literal text, and to catch a sight

35of the gleams of heavenly which are behind it."
The truth is, according to Seynaeve, Newman did not leave us with 

precise destinations between the literal and mystical or between the typol

ogical and the deeper sense we have first been discussing, nor did he always
make clear the difference between the time allegory enters the province

36of the literal or becomes that of the deeper sense. Furthermore, he

used the "accommodated" meaning or sense in both his Anglican and Catholic
37spiritual works. What we mean here is that he used illustration or edifi

cation or corroborating proof, especially where he was less scientific
and more spiritual. For instance, in his sermon "Watching," he says, "We...

38are the foolish virgins... while we have been sleeping." And finally, 
he was aware of the "figurative" sense, but he attached no real Importance 

to it as we have mentioned previously.



Of course, our idea is that Newman’s two most basic senses, the typol

ogical and the "deeper-,*' are very much alike and may be together opposed as 
spiritual senses against the literal. For instance, both are for instruction;
both "transcend the intention of the sacred writers"; and both, being centered

39in Christ, must be discovered and fully understood by means of faith.
For purposes of interpreting his poetry, there is no point in making a
distinction between the two methods because of their forward looking Judeo-
Christian heritage. However, we shall make a careful study of Newman's
hermeneutics in the next section as a way of grasping the typological meaning,

and consequently the "deeper," in order to explicate our thesis.
One more thing which did concern Newman, which in no way violates

what we have just said, is what he called "application" of Holy Scripture -
its accommodation to our times. Many passages had to be reinterpreted

because of the changes in customs and so on, causing Newman to say, "vJe
cannot take them literally; we must adopt them to our case; we must apply
them to us... we do not find it impossible to guide ourselves by inspired

40directions, addressed to those who were thus circumstanced." It is 
simply that while not being completely literal, we cannot forget the literal 

sense. Add to this that Newman believed that the Old Testament was meant 
to be a Christian guide, not only for all Christians, but for each indi

vidual Christian in his particular circumstance, and we shall see why he 
was unwilling to concede anything to a static conception of the universe, 
or better, that he was unwilling to view Christianity in other terms than 

progressive. The lessons taught the Hebrews had to be learned first, for 
instance, before Christian progress was possible. We add that "application" 
of the Old Testament to our time and the future becomes increasingly complex, 

though, as Newman said:



Every word of Christ is good /for even Christians and 
typology look forward/"; it has its mission and its purpose 
and does not fall to the ground. It cannot be that He 
should ever speak transitory words, who is Himself the 
very Word of God, uttering, at His good pleasure, the 
deep counsels and the holy will of Him who is invisible. 
Every word of Christ is good.... Nothing had a merely 
occasional meaning, a partial scope and confined range, 
nothing regarded merely the moment, or the accident, or 
the audience; but all his sacred speeches, though clothed 
in a temporary garb, and serving an immediate end, and 
difficult, in consequence, to disengage from what is 
temporary in them and immediate, yet all have their 
force in every age, abiding in the Church on earth, 
enduring for ever in heaven, and running on into eternity. 
They are our rule, * holy, just, and good,» ’the lantern 
of our feet and the light of our paths,’ in this very 
day as fully and as intimately as they were when first 
pronounced. And if this has been so, though mere human 
diligence had gathered up the crumbs from His table, 
much more sure are we of the value of what is recorded 
of Him, receiving it, as we do, not from man, but from 
God. The Holy Ghost... selected and saved for us those 
words which were to have an especial usefulness in after 
times. *



CHAPTER III

NEWMAN'S BIBLICAL HERMENEUTICS 

A •

Introduction

During the course of the last section, we discussed the legitimate 

methods of Biblical interpretation used by Newman. We wished to maintain 

that the spiritual interpretation of Scripture, strongly influenced by 

the early Alexandrian Church, was not only most likely to be selected by 

Newman cut was a fundamental part of his own personal philosophy• As such 

we believe it is also the key to his poetry. In this section, we wish 

to examine the influence of the early Church Fathers on Newman and then 

cum to an examination of his hermeneutics except lor the meanings of Scrip— 

cure. Let us begin by considering the following passage from the Apologia:̂

I do not know when I first learnt to consider that 
Antiquity was the true exponent of the doctrines of Chris
tianity and the basis of the Church of England: but I take 
it for granted that the works of Bishop Bull... were my 
chief introduction to the principle. The course of read- 
rng, which I pursued in the composition of my volume, was 
directly adapted to develop it /The Arians of the Fourth 
Century/ in my mind. What principally attracted me in 
the ante-Niccne period was the great Church of Alexandria, 
the historical centre of teaching in those times. Of Rome 
for some centuries comparatively little is known. The 
battle of Arianism was first fought in Alexandria; Atha
nasius, the champion of the truth, was Bishop of Alexandria; 
and in hie writings he refers to the great religious nemos 
of an earlier date, to Origeh and Dionysius, and others, 
who were the glory of its see or its school. The broad 
philosophy of Clement and Or1gen carried me away;2 the 
philosophy, not the theological doctrine; and I have drawn

16
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out some features of it in my volume, and with zeal and 
freshness, but with the partiality, of a neophyte. Some 
portions of their teaching, magnificent in themselves, 
came like music to my inward ear, as if the response 
to ideas, which, with little external to encourage them,
I had cherished so long. These were based on the mys
tical or sacramental principle, and spoke of the various 
Economies or dispensations of the Eternal. I understood 
the passages to mean that the exterior world, physical 
and historical, was but the manifestation to our senses 
of realities greater than itself. Nature was a parable: 
Scripture was an allegory: pagan literature, philosophy, 
and mythology, properly understood were but a preparation 
for the Gospel. There had been a directly divine dis
pensation granted to the Jews, but there had been in 
some sense a dispensation carried on in favour of the. 
Gentiles. He who had taken the seed of Jacob for his 
elect people had not therefore cast the rest of mankind 
out of His sight. In the fulness of time both Judaism 
and Paganism had come to nought; the outward framework, 
which concealed yet suggested the Living Truth, had never 
been intended to last, and it was dissolving under the 
beams of the Son of Justice which shone behind it and 
through it. The process of change had been slow; it had 
been done not rashly, but by rule and measure, "at sundry 
times and in divers manners,"3 first one disclosure and 
then another, till the whole evangelical doctrine was 
brought into full manifestation. And thus room was made 
for the anticipation of further and deeper disclosures, 
of truths still under the veil of the letter, and in 
their season to be revealed. The visible world still 
remains without its divine interpretation; Holy Church 
in her sacraments and her hierarchical appointments, will 
remain, even to the end of the world, after all but a 
symbol of those heavenly facts which fill eternity. Her 
mysteries are but the expressions in human language of 
truths to which the human mind is unequal. It is evident 
how much there was in all this in correspondence with 
the thoughts which had attracted me when I was young, and 
with the doctrine which I have already associated with the 
Analogy /by Bishop Joseph Butler/ and the Christian Year 
Aby his friend, John Keble/.

It was, I supposed, to the Alexandrian School and to 
the early Church, that I owe in particular what I definitely 
held about the Angels. I viewed them, not only as the min
isters employed by the Creator in the Jewish and Christian 
dispensations, as we find on,the face of Scripture, but 
as carrying on, as Scripture also implies, the Economy of 
the Visible World. I considered them as the real causes 
of motion, light, and life, and of those elementary prin
ciples of the physical universe, which, when offered in 
their developments to our senses, suggest to us the notion 
of cause and effect, and of what are called the laws of 
nature.
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Several important conaiderationa come to us in this passage. First, 

Origen and Dionysius are singled out as representatives of the Alexandrian 

Church. Second, Newman cherished their "broad philosophy," which he ex
plains as their philosophy rather than their doctrine. Third, he explains 

that he especially liked their sacramental principle and their doctrine 
of economies by which there can be no doubt he means in part a Platonic 
relationship between the real and invisible world. However, he speaks of 
"dispensations," uses expressions such as "fulness of time," indicates a 

knowledge of a "process of change," and concludes that no truth can be 

understood until God reveals it in history, thus giving preeminence to 

progression rather than correspondence.
What Newman wrote of himself in this passage was as true when he was 

sixty-three as when he discovered these principles of which this passage 
is the clearest writing given in the Apologia. He was enthusiastic, funda

mentally Christian and Catholic, and strongly Alexandrian. And he admitted 
being under the influence of that great exegete Origen, among others, even 

though he knew that Origen* s writing had been branded as heretical by more 

than one general council of the Church. We are here speaking of the mature 

Newman, who had long written all of his published English poetry except 
The Dream of Gerontius (published in January, 1865) and who was explaining 

he still loved Origen as he had as a young Anglican priest. (Recent scholar
ship has shown his sense of trust to be essentially correct. Origen never 

meant his speculations, later branded heretical, to be published. His 
followers urged it forward in an unseasonable time after his death. Modern 

scholarship has more or less exonerated the great man, according to the 
1968 edition of The New Catholic Encyclopedia.)

In the "Position of My Mind since 1845" from the Apologia, Newman
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simply says, "I love, for instance, the name of Orlgen," and then he adds 
these words xihich pertain directly to Origen’s writing;

Now, as to the Economy itself, it is founded upon the 
words of our Lord, "Cast not your pearls before swine;1’ (sic) 
and it was observed by the early Christians more or less, 
in their intercourse xfith the heathen...the Rule of the 
Economy was an imperative duty. But that rule, at least 
as I have explained...it...did not go beyond...and repre- 
senting it under the nearest form possible to a learner... 
when he could not possibly understand it exactly.^

Newnan certainly had spiritual exegesis in mind when he gave this
reason for economic representations because in a subsequent footnote, which

leads to the "Note F. The Economy," he goes on to clarify;

As to allegorizing, I say that the Alexandrians erred, 
whenever and as far as they proceeded "to obscure the primary 
meaning of Scripture, and to weaken the force of historical 
facts and express declarations, ... And that they were "more 
oppn to censure," x*/hen, on being "urged by objections to 
various passages in the history of the Old Testament, as 
derogatory to the divine perfections or to the Jewish Saints, 
they had recourse to an allegorical...way of ansxjer," ...
I add, "It is impossible to defend such a procedure, which 
seems to imply a want of faith in those who had recourse to 
it;" (sic) for, "God has given us rules of right and x/rong,11. ..
Again, I say, - "The abuse of the Economy in the hands of 
unscrupulous reasoners, is obvious. Even the honest contro
versialist or teacher will find it very difficult to represent, 
without misrepresenting, what it is yet his duty to present 
to his hearers with caution or reserve. Here the obvious 
rule to guide our practice is, to be careful ever to main
tain substantial truth in our use of the economical method,"
...And so far from concurring at all hazards with. Justin,
Gregory, or Athanasius, I say, "It is plain /they/^ were 
.justified or not in their Economy, according as they did not 
practically mislead their opponents,"...! proceed, "It is 
so difficult to hit the mark in these perplexing cases, that 
it is not wonderful, should these or other Fathers have failed 
at times, and said more or less than was proper." /.all 
quotations from The Arlans/

In recalling all these quotations I reiterate that it is the mature 

Newman who was writing as he contested with Kingsley before the world about 
his religious sincerity. It is clear that he held the same ideas more or 

less in 1864 which he held before 1830, and that these consisted of the 
Platonic concept of the visible world corresponding to the spiritual and



of the Judeo-Christian idea of encountering God in history. As to the 
former, we can see how Platonic Newman is if we recall his use of the term

z:
"Son of Justice" when he spoke of the "Living Truth'!,,Christ, shining through
the earlier revelations of the Old Testament to the Jews, and also, through
dispensations to the pagans. Newman was using a pun very popular with the

Elizabethans, who, as Tillyard points out in The Elizabethan World Picture,
took a simplified world picture from the amalgam of the Middle Ages, one

7which was Platonic and, through Philo, somewhat Jewish. As to the latter,
the influence of God in history, we need only recall that two of the most

fundamental beliefs of Newman were the sacredness of Scripture and the
necessity of tradition in order to interpret it. He said in the Apologia
that he learned these as an undergraduate while listening to Edward Hawkins,

a fellow of Oriel College and provost there from 1828:
I heard him preach in the University Pulpit his cele

brated sermon on the subject, /Tradition/, and recollect 
how long it appeared to me... but, read it and studied it 
as his gift, it made a most serious impression upon me.
He does not go one step, beyond the high Anglican doctrine, 
nay he does not reach it; but he does his work thoroughly... 
and his subject was a novel one at the time. He lays down 
a proposition, self-evident as soon as stated, to those who 
have at all examined the structure of Scripture, viz. that 
the sacred text was never intended to teachudoctrine, but 
only to prove it, and that, if we would learn doctrine, we 
must have recourse to the formularies of the Church... He 
considers, that, after learning from them the doctrines of 
Christianity, the inquirer must verify them by Scripture.
Immediately following he added:

It was about this date, I suppose, that I read Bishop 
Butler's Analogy; the study of which has been to so many, 
as it was to me, an era in their religious opinions. Its 
inculcation of a visible Church, the oracle of truth and a 
pattern of sanctity, of the duties of external religion, and 
of the historical character of Revelation...8

Then he went on to relate Butler's sacramental system which is like 
his own.

Shortly we shall turn to examining the scheme of Newman's Biblical
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hermeneutics in order to show where the accent falls, but first it is nec
essary to explain why Newman admired Origen's ‘'broad philosophy" even though 

he did not appreciate the exegetical liberalisms of that ancient priest.
There is a conflict here which must be understood. It is connected with 
Newman's propensity to use the "spiritual" or "allegorical" method of exe

gesis rather than the literal. He must believe that Newman meant he pre
ferred Origen*s bold approach to exegesis, while being able to avoid Origen*a 

mistakes, which were recognizable. In other words, where doctrine was 
involved or where the literal method was required as in the examples we 
earlier cited, Newman did no "spiritualizing." Nor did he attempt to avoid 

any Old Testament difficulties by allegory. The reasons for his use of 
the mystical method we have already cited. Generally speaking, however, 

we believe he meant to enrich his audience wherever he could legitimately 

do so by the spiritual approach. In this he was like Origen as Jean Danielou 
viewed the ancient in the book Origen. There he makes the point that Origen 
was much maligned. In his conclusion, what he says is reminiscent of much 

of what we have just said of Newman:
He was a "churchman" in the fullest sense of the term...

Nothing could be further from the truth than to picture him 
as a philosopher and nothing more, a mere reasoner whose member
ship of the church had no effect on his innermost life... All 
his writings are really commentaries of the Bible. The extent 
of prejudice against patristic exegesis can be gauged from 
the fact that so little importance has been attached to this 
side of his work... he was handing on the tradition everywhere 
received in the Church. The perishable elements in his theology 
of the Bible... the allegorical methods... he borrowed from 
Philo and the Gnostics - in no way lessen the value of his 
work as a whole. He is first and foremost an expositor of 
God's word, an inspired interpreter of Scripture. All the 
rest... rests on that.
The spirit of Origen overshadows Newman, therefore; moreover, Origen*s 

typological and hermeneutical practices influenced Newman's thinking as 

we shall see. Yet, there is one other question to be answered before care
fully examing the Cardinal's principles of exegesis, viz., what the early
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Fathers thought of the inspiration of Scripture. We should ask also what 

direct influence the Fathers had on him in this respect.

B.

Newman's Doctrine on the Inspiration of Holy Scripture

By inspiration it is generally understood that the Catholic writer 

means the "mysterious, supernatural process by which God, the principle 

author of the Bible, uses men as instruments of His Word,'\ a process which 

necessarily implies that the work resulting from it is different from any 

human work. The Bible is a human book, but possesses at the same time 

a divine character. (The divine influence by which Holy Scripture comes 

into being is active inspiration; the effect attached to the Bible itself 

is called passive inspiration.)^

The problem of inspiration of the Bible has always been a difficult 

one, even for men of religion - to say nothing for non-believers - but 

it is even more complicated in Newman's case because of his conversion.

If we are to consider how his early and late poetry are influenced by the 

allegorical method and typology, wc must consider what he felt about inspi

ration and hermeneutics at various times, namely as an Anglican and much
11later as the priest-resident of Birmingham in 1861-1863. Though he is

much more systematic and informative about his Scriptural analysis during

the later period, fortunately for uc his philosophy remains the same on
12the inspiration or Holy Writ throughout his life. While we are consider

ing Newman's outlook, it is helpful to recall that the Bible itself was 

undergoing an attack by "liberals" who questioned not only its reality 

but its orthodox interpretation and, in some cases, its system of values 

during much of the nineteenth century.



Newman ha« always been regarded as a "Bible" Christian. He tells
13us himself in the Apologia. As a child he had undergone a great change 

at fifteen, during which he settled on a definite creed, but as Seynaeve 
says, "The great change of thought... did not interfere... with this funda-

14mental attitude of his mind toward the Bible." By the time he was twenty

years old, he knew portions of the Scripture by heart, not unlike many an
Englishman of his own time. It was good he had such preparation since he

eventually took it upon himself not only to promulgate the divinity of
Scripture throughout his sermons, but at the age of eighty-three to write
the "Artiiclies of 1884" in which he defended the Roman Catholic doctrine

of plenary inspiration of the entire Bible. It was his attempt to confront
the "liberal" exegetes and also the skeptics of the day who were attacking

the traditional authoritarian interpretations. "Liberalism" as Newman

saw it meant simply the substitution of science for revelation, which he
always held sacred, of reason for faith; it was in some way or other the

denial of "mystery and authority in the field of religion while accepting
15the... primacy of the human reason and private judgement." He believed 

this would result in secularism which would progressively overhaul not 
only individuals but their institutions as well.

Newman was involved actually with a much larger struggle which went 
on throughout the nineteenth century and which became increasingly more 

important after 1850 because of the increase in scientific speculation 
and knowledge. Plenary inspiration, difficult enough for the man of God, 

barred the way to freer thinking among the liberal camp, whatever their 
hue, and tempted many believers to modify their beliefs - many of the Anglicans 
had already done so. This was probably the result of the failure in some 

degree of the Oxford Movement, which Newman headed. But there, he was
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concerned with practical rather than theorical consequences. Here he was 

dealing with a matter that struck at the heart oi faith in God.
With the ascendcnce of reason in the late eighteenth century and the 

development of divergent philosophies and religions in the nineteenth, 

Newman had indeed to feel that his conception that the meaning of human 
history wTas not in human reason was being attacked.x In Hume's skepticism 
and in the Deism of many, there was much for Rationalism or atheism or 
Liberalism to take advantage of; even the divergency of other religions, 

such as Methodism on-the-rise, was a disadvantage for the orthodox thinker. 

Then, also, the use of positive science and natural research began to un
cover intelligence which necessarily required fresh examination of accepted 
beliefs, even those which had been cherished. The Biblical sciences them

selves were on the rise, though not really in England until after 1855; 
in Germany, theologians were very speculative and distrustful of tradition. 
Finally French scientists, mathematicians, and naturalists such as Laplace 
and Lamarck ware reshaping the intellectual milieu. What is so remarkable 

is that England was unchallenged in her traditions as long as she was.

The Tractarians, among whom Newman was found, were hardly concerned with 
discoveries, learning, exegesis, and scientific study, but they were of 
course constantly struggling to remove the Anglican hierarchy from polit

ical and liberal influence by a return to earlier practices and virtues 
and toward, we feel, some kind of ecumenism. Newman at that time was con

cerned with the quality of the spiritual life, noting as he always held 
that religious excellence was to he desired over intellectual attainment.^ 
He noted Scripture hardly regards intellectual process. In the Old Testa
ment, he observed that even reason was hardly mentioned as a chief or dis
tinct attribute of mind. The New Testament spoke for itself in its display



of the humble Carpenter’s life, showing how inconsequential reason is held 
in the perfection of man’s nature. This point, observed Newman, is illus

trated in the Gospel of St. John in which "we find the almighty Teacher 

rejecting with apparent disdain all intellectual display, and confining 
Himself to the enunciation of deep truths, intelligible to the children 
of wisdom, but conveyed in a language altogether destitute...of argumen-

I Q
tative skill." Newman definitely rejected Rationalism and trusted to 

Scripture.
This rejection does not surprise us; Seynaeve states, "Newman's state

19of mind was fundamentally the same all during his life." Seynaeve is 
right, too, that Newman was always and never ceased to be a religious person

ality, rather than an artistic, scientific, literary, or even, we might 
add, a philosophical one. Even a cursory reading of The Idea of a Univer

sity will immediately inform the reader of Newman's feeling. However, it
is true of the later Newman in some degree as well that he was never the

20man tending to intellectualism, according to Ward; the churchman was
not one for allowing the problems of the age their headway. It was not
for him the Christian answer. He thought theological narrowness would

hinder the Church by seeming to acquiesce to oblivion and obscurity. He
feared that scientists and theologians would become the enemy rather than 

21allies. This is the thing he tried to stress in The Idea when he said,

"Catholics have... to conduct a positive, not a negative opposition, not
to prevent but to anticipate, to obstruct by construction, and to exter-

"22minate by supplanting. However, Newman felt this way only as a Catholic. 

He was content as we said to concentrate on the Oxford Movement for the 

most part as an Anglican.
We must, however, return to the question of inspiration which we have 

strongly implied Newman held. In fact, he held a broad doctrinal system,



the whole of which his Biblical teaching on inspiration forma a part.
He wrote as an Anglican in The Arians of the Fourth Century of dispensations,

not only of "Natural Religion," i.e., conscience or that in the way of divine

truth which is communicated by natural conscience as eppused to divine
23revelation but of the "Dispensation of Paganism." He believed there was 

something true which came from God in every religion but especially in the 
Christian, which was inspired by the Divinity as a culmination of a claim 

of events beginning with time.
Yet the dispensations were not enough according to Newman because they

could be known, first, only to spiritual men and, second, only with the

help of supernatural revelation. He said:
Natural Religion, certain as are its grounds and its 

doctrines as addresses to the thoughtful, serious minds, needs, 
in order that it may speak to mankind with effect and sub- ^  
due the world, to be sustained and completed by Revelation.

Revelation in other words will make us holy and is necessary to teach us 
the way to salvation. Revealed religion therefore bears directly on reli
gious knowledge, which is necessary for our souls. Revealed religion makes 

the Bible a record of divine revelation, which was given to us by God in 

his charity. As Newman put it, "No divinely authenticated directives... 
have been given to the world at large, on subjects relating merely to our 
temporal state of being," by which he rejects Rationalism, and he continued,
"...That knowledge which God has given... is religious knowledge," thereby

25refuting those who would profane Holy Writ for their own purposes.
Not that God would give us all knowledge; as we know, He communicates by 
economic means. But He gave Christians the partial knowledge required, 

beginning with the Mosaic Lav/ on through the coming of Christ. In this 
Newman is of course in agreement with the Fathers of Alexandria and also 
with them that the Bible contains an objective and determinate message

2(.



which produces a dogma for belief. Seynaeve points out that he was firm 
in this belief and narrow in its interpretation not only as a Catholic 
but as an Anglican as well.^

C.

Newman*s Hermeneutics

Newman wrote that Scripture "has a depth of meaning suited to all
27times and places, and hardly and painfully to be understood in any."

Anyone who has tried to unravel its mysteries knows exactly what he meant.
The task is almost impossible, even within the Church and with a knowledge 
of sacred tradition.

Many men have attempted to unravel Scripture. Two schools of thought 
have developed in Biblical interpretation as was mentioned previously, 

those of Antioch and Alexandria. In history, Seynaeve points out, the 
ebb and flow of these contrasting scholastic methods has continued with 
the present day Antiochian critico-literal method having precedence over 
the mystical trend of Alexandria.

The essential thing to note, however, is that Scripture has always 
required an interpreter; better methods of hermeneutics have always been 
sought. Great religious thinkers have frequently been challenged, and 
Cardinal Newman was one of them. He had his own system, which we must 

examine. But examination will not be easy because little extant opinion 
is available on his method, and he did not set forth much systematic docu
mentation on the matter of exegesis; yet he did say enough for us to form

ulate a definite opinion based on a sound body of principle set forth in 
his many works. For instance, he spoke of the deep harmony between the 

Old and New Testament, of the divine economy, which we have already mentioned,

27
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and of the broad principles of typology intimately connected with the mys
tical sense of Origen. Finally, he spoke of Christ as the center of Scrip

ture, history, and therefore, eschatological expectation. Here is how
Newman put it as he contemplated the problem of scriptural interpretation

28in his well-known sermon "Implicit and Explicit Reason":
Under the science of Interpretation is of course 

included all inquiry into its principles; the question 
of mystical interpretation, the theory of the double sense, 
the doctrine of types, the phraseology of prophecy, the 
drift and aim of the several books of Scripture; the dates 
when, the places where, and persons by and to whom they 
were written; the comparison and adjustment of book with 
book; the uses of the Old Testament; the relevancy of the 
Law to Christians and its relation to the Gospel; and the 
historical fulfillment of prophecy. And previous to such 
inquiries are others still more necessary, such as the 
study of the original languages in which the sacred Vol
ume is written.
We can consider this text in a systematic way and thus determine,

first, the exegetical system involved and, second, what bearing it might
have on typology and literature. As we do so, we should be ever mindful
mast of our material comes from Newman's Anglican writings, when he wrote

much more than he did as a Catholic. We mention this not because we are
concerned that he later rejected the Anglican interpretation to be erro-

29neous - even as he said in the Apologia - but because we wish to make 
it clear that no such refutation would bear either on our premise that 
what he thought at the time is what influenced his literary work or, for 

that matter, that what he thought would really be a refutation of his basic 
feeling, approach to the Bible, or his fundamental attitude in Biblical 
matters and, therefore, his Biblical interpretation, which remained to 
a large extent unchanged after his conversion, meaning he continued to 
follow his allegorical method. As a Catholic, though, he came even closer 
to the Alexandrian School because he was required to give up his idea that 
Scripture was the unique source of revelation. He was required to accept
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the tradition with which all Biblical exegetea such as Origen had to con
tend to some extent. As Seynaeve points out, it was only toward the end

31of his life that he understood the Antiochian method.
The first things which must be established in recognizing this system

are the first principles upon which it rests, the fundamental points of
Newman’s thinking. We do not mean those presentiments of some mystical
nature but something like Newman'a principle that the Bible is a religious
work, which can be proved by argument. We simply mean a set of principles

from which reasoning can commence. The first principle has already been
mentioned here, and the second was discussed earlier. It is, to reiterate,

the "Sacramental Principle," which is a transposition into the area of
Holy Scripture of the broader principle of analogy - an analogy between
the various works of God’s creation by an economic or sacramental connection.

What does Newman mean when he cites as his first principle that the
Bible is a religious work? It all hinges on his strict interpretation
of "religious," which is that of "supernatural," or "divine." This is as

opposed to the Bible as a moral work, a book of ethical demonstration.
Therefore, the Bible originated with God, as the main author, using human

beings as his writing instruments. In addition, the Bible possesses a
supernatural end because God would not have chosen to reveal himself to
mankind without some appropriate purpose. The purpose said Newman is His

32glory. Hence it is quite natural that not all the information about 
Jewish history has been chronicled in Scripture, only what pertains to 
God's glorification. What ie written shows God's marvelous providence
and God's public dealings with men - helping us in turn to love and appre-

33ciate His economy.

Likewise, since its beginning and end tend toward Him, the Bible's



subject matter must be divine. Scripture ie not, therefore, a storehouse
of knowledge but a method of teaching us our duty. God does not deign to

teach us temporal knowledge or to give us direction in this world; hence,

He does not give us intellectual matter but rather religious matter to
34make us more holy. And His culmination of the project is to give us 

Christ throughout Scripture so "that every part of the Dispensation tends 
to the manifestation of Him who is its Center." Newman spoke here in his 

Parochial and Plain Sermons of Christ filling the Bible in a typical sense. 
For the Cardinal, the Bible was written to portray Christ for men in its 
religious message, and any worldly matter therein present came about be
cause of dependence on human agency as a medium.

Now when God communicated to men, He had to conform Himself to their 
limitations, and thus he evolved what Newman thought of as the "Economical 

System," which we have previously mentioned. The metaphors, allegories, 
and parables of Holy Writ are instances of God's communications with men 

in His thorough divine revelation or economy. We ought to examine the 
many applications and implications of this point.

More precisely Newman means by the "Economical System" this: "the
principle of ... representing religion, for the purpose of conciliating

37the heathen, in the form most attractive to their prejudicies, or "an 

economical concealment of the full truth." This was written when Newman 
was a young man, but forty years later in the Apologia, he wrote: the 

"Economical System" means "the cautious dispensation of the truth, after 
the manner of a discreet and vigilant steward" and, also, "the principle 
of the Economy is this: that out of various courses, in religious conduct 
or statement, all and each allowable antecedently and in themselves, that

ought to be taken which is most expedient and most suitable at the time
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for the object at hand."^ Seynaeve has added a footnote to these state
ments , saying that, "No doubt, most of these descriptions we are concerned

with view the Economy as practised by the Fathers of the Church of Alexandria,
39encompassed as they were by Paganism." we must note that none of these 

descriptions mentions the Bible, but they do apply economy to Scripture 
quite remarkably in that they mean that the Almighty conforms himself to 
human limitations while communicating with us. Just as we do not instantly 
and fully communicate with strangers, so does God not immediately inform 

us of the naked truth. As Newman says, "the principle of economy is famil
iarly acted upon among us every day."^ Furthermore, the economy is man

ifest on almost every page of the Bible as, for instance, in the first 
chapter of the book of Job or the twenty-second chapter of the first book 
of Kings, where there are what Newman refers to as "Shadowy representations

41of realities which are incomprehensible to creatures such as ourselves."
But, again, after Christ’s teaching, "Cast not your pearls before swine," 

the "shadows" must be brought to light.
There are practical considerations in Newman’s view which we must 

consider at this point. On Newman’s principle, the Bible is a special 

work, and it cannot be interpreted as literature might be. Xt6 ’ transcend
ency forbids this: however, it does not forbid us praising it for beauty, 

for instance, or any other excellence. Newman himself admired its beauty, 
simplicity, joy, sorrowfulness, and depth. However, in Tract G5: Holy 
Scripture in its relation to the Catholic Creed, he writes: "Scripture ... 

treating of invisible things, at best must use words less than these things; 
and, as if from a feeling that no words can be worthy of them, it does not 
condescend to use even the strongest that exist, but often takes the plain
est. The deeper the thought, the plainer the word." He continues: "There
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is nothing put in (Scripture) for ornament’s sake, or for rhetoric; nothing
put in for the mere sake of anything else, but all for its own sake."

Notwithstanding this simplicity the Bible is full of passages, which "in
i 42tneir full meaning are too deep for mortal man."' The Bible is full of
hidden truth, of mysteries. The deep awareness of their existence is one

of the most startling facets of Newman’s doctrine because he point» out

that religion must not therefore exist without mystery; dogma as religion
43must be mysterious.

Newman thought that all people should read the Bible in its fullness, 
not only to be familiar with Christ but to know the religious meaning of 
the Old Testament, which he revered and loved all his life. For him the 
history of the ancient Hebrews was presented for mankind’s instruction 
and imitation, though not always his literal imitation.^’ And not only 

does he recommend these books for our moral instruction and religious welfare,
45but he constantly employs them, as Seyeeve says, in all his books and sermons,

He have now established that Newman held the First Principles, and 
we have indicated how important they were to his system and x-nriting. Now 
we must add some additional explanation on the idea of analogy in general, 

on the Sacramental Principle itself, and on the Sacrament of Holy Writ.

On the first, credit must be given once again to Bishop Butler, who 

first gave the boy John Henry Newman (and John Kefcle, who taught him the 
meaning of Butler’s words) the conception that "all that exists ... forma 

one large system or complex fact:" that "everything is ever running into 

another"; that all things are related to one another, so that "the partic
ular facts ... as being portions of a whole, have countless relations of

46every kind, one towards another." Not only does Newman find harmony 
in the world, though, but in the force which created the unity, God. He
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eaye, "All the worka of God are founded on unity, for they are founded

on Himself, who is the most awfully simple and transcendent of possible
un i tie s . T h e r e f o r e  it is natural that "all goods ... are like each

other because they are like Him,""''® who is so "simple," and that "His dis-
49pensationo move forward in an equable unir.orm way."

Newman draws out the application of the analogy to great length.
For instance, he applies the analogy between the visible and invisible
world, between Nature and Grace, since the "Author of Nature JJ.sJ the Author

50of Grace." He says: "the very glories of nature, the sun, moon, and 
stars, and the richness and the beauty of the earth, are as types and figures 
and teaching the invisible things of God.""^ The visible world is a "shadow," 

"a figure," "a token and promise," "a type," "an omen and presage," of
' __ 52the future world and the invisible things of God. This analogy is not 

as incomplete as it may seem, for Newman felt that less important is a 
representation of the greater invisibility not only in the material vrorld 
but between principles as well: between Revealed and Natural Religion, 

between Paganism and Christianity, and most important for our purposes, 

between the Old and New Testament.
Now the Sacramental Principle as analogy continues what we have just

bean saying. To reiterate what was said earlier, he writes in the Apologia,
"the very idea of an analogy between the separate works of God leads to
the conclusion that the system which is of less importance is economically

53or sacramentally connected with the more momentous system." He took 
this idea from butler, of course, 'but he was shortly thereafter influenced 

by Jotrn. Ruble’s Christian Year, which taught him to believe material things 
are the types and instruments of real, unseen things,

This doctrine can be interpreted as sounding both Platonic and typol-
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ogical; therefore we mast eventually determine if it is both or if either 
idea dominates. Vie must consider that nature is not only image of the 

invisible world - in the sun, moon, stars, flowers, and so on - but it is 
an instrument as well in its historical development, changes, and fortunes. 

It leads to higher realities, but we are in time and looking forward to

54

the eschatological Christ. Looking forward applies to Paganism, its lit
erature and thought as regards Christianity, but it also applies to the 

Old Testament as regards the Mew. In a similar manner, the Bible itself 
is a shadow of the deep hidden truth because the sacraments confer God's 
grace, end the Church-on-earth manifests the truth that fills eternity.

These ideas were deeply held by the Alexandrians, too. As Scynaeve puts 

it, "No doubt, the range of Sacramental Principle, as viewed by Newman, is 
net less vast than it was for Origin, Clement of Alexandria, or Athanasius,•' 

There is, however, one way in which Newman especially regards the
Fathers: that is in his view of Holy Writ as a Sacrament, i.e., as an

55"outward sign with hidden realities" under a mystical system. Holy Scripture
contained a Truth Sacramental, a "high invisible grace lodged in an outward

form, a precious possession to be piously and thankfully guarded for the
56sake of heavenly reality contained in it." It is an instrument of higher 

reality, therefore, but more important, the Old Testament cannot exhaust 
the Divine Truth which it conveys, because it leads necessarily to the 
higher reality of Christianity. Therefore, the Old Testament was intended 

to look forward in time to fulfillment in Christ, though Christ Is in a 

sense both.
Now it is possible to see why Newman placed so much emphasis on reading 

the Bible. It has for him a power that is as supernatural as the true 
Sacraments of baptism, communion, and others of Catholicism, Such influence
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during his Anglican career ... almost invariably draw their main inspiration 
from Scripture and are not infrequently nothing else than a comment or para

phrase on a definite Bible text."^ He goes on to add that later sermons 

were much the same. The influence of the Bible, he adds, on the philosophy 
of St. Athanasius of the early Alexandrian Church was much the same.
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CHAPTER IV

NEWMAN'S UNITY AND HARMONY OF SCRIPTURE

Perhaps one of the reasons why Newman the man found trust in what 
Newman the boy had felt was that he learned to believe in the unity and 

harmony of the Bible from the early Fathers, as much as anywhere else, 
for they were much concerned with unity. To discover all that they held 
and mainly that the New Testament fulfilled the Old was apparently fulfill

ing to him. Vie read even today his profound sermons with wonder. We are 
not surprised he wrote his Parochial and Plain Sermons around the central 
theme and structure of the entire Bible. Having once accepted the idea 

of unity, he was even more prepared to affect the world.
But how can such unity be explained? It is in a sense mottled, and 

even still today, the subject of harmony of the parts of Scripture is one 
which requires much investigation. Yet there was enough knovm that, even 

for Newman and before him, a certain unity of doctrine was recognized through

out Scripture, and there was the prophecy of the Old Testament mentioned 

and fulfilled in the New. Newman called this "a noticeable internal proof11 
that Holy Writ comes from one origin, divine, which means that all was 
inspired.* Furthermore, such unity could not be the result of deliberate
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purpose on the part of various independent sacred writero-
Moreover, that divine dispensations of the past are pledges for the 

future, while the present in its turn is fundamental to the past, is basic 
in Newman1s thinking. He points out for instance that the Psalms abound 
in allusions to past mercies as pledges and types of the future; how the 

Lord's favor to Abraham became types of future prospects; how the Savior
was predicted by the foreshadowing of the Prophets, who were paid the greater

ohonor. No less true was the opposite. The present recalls the past in
Gospel's precedence over the law and how the many prophets - Samuel, David,

Isaiah, for instance - bear testimony to Moses just as the books of the
3New Testament recall those of the Old.

In addition to this idea of analogy or economy of Scripture, Newman 

strongly held that "the system of the world depends, in a way unknown to 
us, both on God's Providence and on human agency," because every event has

4two sides, human and divine, one perfect and the other marked with sin.
Since he believed in two worlds, we should not be surprised that he explained 
the course of history by God's effectual intervention throughout, particularly, 

it may be worth noting, in the Dream of Gerontlus. Newman, in other words, 
held that reality was made of God's Providence and human agency of corre
lative aspects just as did Pascal and St. Augustine.

However, if the Bible is considered a religious work, x?e must not 
forget to regard the following two points before we continue; l) if God 

is the author xrorking through human agency, then Scripture must show the 
world from His view - especially history (and it follows that fulfillment 

of the divine design is not as important as the design itself), and 2) 
Scripture was adapted for men.“* As Newman says in "The Glory of the Christ
ian Church," Scripture, anticipating the end from the beginning, places
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at their (the dispensations) very head and first point of origin all that 
belongs to them respectively in their fullness." In his words: "God seals 

up events from the f i r s t . G o d  presents them for all time, but he does 
so gradually so they may be acceptable to our limited faculties; therefore, 

the cover of mystery is gradually removed.
Newman * s sermons are full of illustrations showing the fulfillment 

of the Gospel by showing the relevancy of the Jewish history, law, and 
patriarchs. Furthermore, he amply illustrates an extension of this doctrine 
by citing many parallel examples in Christianity, especially early Christi

anity , which were to be fulfilled in the future. To recall an instance 
of the earlier type, we need only remember that Jesus taught that "the 
just shall live by faith." But Newman points out that Abraham anticipated 
Jesus's words by living "the pattern of faith"^ because he lived according 

to God's will and trusted in him. An example of the latter case would be 
found in Christ's teaching that the Christian Church is "The Kingdom of 
Heaven," to which the exegete added that Christians having been elected,
were "bestowed, as on a body, the gifts of justification, holiness, and

8final salvation." By explaining Scripture in this way, he manages to 
explain the unity and harmony of the Bible in orderly fashion, mainly that 
of relying on his two principles: 1) that the Bible is a religious work, 
and 2) that the Sacramental Principle exists as an analogy of the various 
works of the Bible, as we know, which is really shown in the two examples 

just cited, to especially be an analogy between the Old Testament and the 
New. Implied in this "sacramentality" is the idea of anticipation or shadows 

and types as forerunners by privilege of God's dispensation.
However, we must pause momentarily, to examine the relationship of 

the two Testaments as Newman saw them. Besides the fact that they are
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new transcends the Old. To make it clear, he says, all passages in the 

Old Testament which speak of temporal blessings remind us of the greater 
blessings of Christianity because every passage is more completely fulfilled, 

in a higher sense.9 These gifts are not intellectual or physical but simply 

consist of matter to make us holier.^ They differ from Judaism in one 
other respect as well: they do not leave us more enlightened but in a 

state of greater ignorance because of the mysteries of the Christian dis
pensation. As he writes, "we gain spiritual light at the price of intel
lectual p e r p l e x i t y . I n  addition to transcendence, he adds from other 

unifying links which illustrate relationship: 1) foreshadowing by types, 
either persons or events; 2) the existence of ceremony and laws, which is 

a form of government that foreshadows in a specialized way; 3) the literal

fulfillment of prophecies from the Old in the New Testaments; and 4) the
12minute literary correspondence between some books of the Old and New.

Typology is the most important link in Newman* s hermeneutical system.
That it is should not surprise because he believed so strongly in the Divine

Economy, which is a manifestation of "Divine Providence ... preparatory,
13typical, and predictive of the Evangelical Dispensation." He sees, in 

other words, the past as a pledge of the future, as an outward sign of

hidden realities, and as a literal message with a deeper and more mystical
, 14meaning.
"The Old Testament," writes Newman, "is full of figures and tokens 

of the Gospel; types various, and ,in their literal wording contrary to
15each other, but all meeting and harmoniously fulfilled in Christ and Church.“ 

But for him the type is not always so easily discovered as the antitype.
Yet, Christ is the supreme and arch-type model of which the Old Testament
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continually speaks, and Newman merely develops antitypes dependent on Christ,

i.e., Christians as the Church, the Christian ritual, the Sacraments, Mary,

and John the Baptist to name but a few. In such development, he is not

all exhaustive but says "it is arbitrary to say that the ... typical cor-
X 6respondence ends with these specimens."

Now we have said before that Newman's typology is strongly related - 

because of his use of mystical sense - to that of the Alexandrian Fathers. 

Here is what Fr. Jacques Seynaeve says in his explanation of Newman*s her

meneutics.

It is sufficiently clear that, for Newman, typology is 
one of the most important unifying principles between both 
Testaments. It is not our intention to subject here his 
applications of this principle to a critical examination in 
order to determine how far we can go with him in admitting 
them. What we have been aiming at, was simply to Abring out 
how/ in his biblical system the Old Testament is related to 
the New. We should notice, however, that Newman, in working 
out the broad principle of typology, was not so much concerned 
with critical and scientific demonstration as with edification. 
Not unlike Origen and the other Alexandrian Fathers, he con
sidered Holy Scripture...as a ladder Adivinjs j  leading us 
effectually on to the supreme Truth. Taking this into account, 
we are able to understand why, for instance, he discovered 
a relation between Adam's and Christ's temptation, between 
the state of our first parents prior to their fall and the 
innocence of infants as types of the state of happiness of 
the new-born and the faithful in Christ. It probably would 
never come to our mind to inquire about the fact acted by moun
tain tops in the Scripture narrative: Moses contemplates the 
Divine Presence on a mountain top; Solomon builds the Temple 
on a hill; Isaiah looks at God's dwelling place in the mountains; 
in a similar way Christ manifests His glory on the mount of 
transfiguration. But to Newman it raises the question: What 
mystical sense might be hidden under these resemblances? We 
should not forget either that, for Newman there is not neces
sarily an accurate and cone? usiv<> correspondence between type 
and antitype; that even when we know the type, it is often 
impossible to discover the exact antitype; that we have not 
'such certainty in typical expositions which we make for our
selves as we feel when Scripture has supplied them.' We 
should, moreover, recollect that the Fathers of the Alexandrian 
School - to them Newman was to a large extent tributary... 
have also practiced in the Homilies what is now called 'une 
egesese pneumatique.* 18 if we take, for instance, the case
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in the theological movement of the second century, one can
not deny that there is a remarkable resemblance, one might 
even say an identity between his hermeneutics and those 
proposed by the great Oxford leader. Both consider the 
typological sense as the unifying principle between the 
Old and New Testament. Doth assume the Old prefigures the 
Nex-z; that Christ Himself is the hidden treasure of the books 
of the Old Covenant; and that we may detect and find the 
New Testament in the texts of the Old. Still, all in all, 
we are rather inclined to think that Newman while being 
fully aware of the easy abuses to which the allegorical 
method leads, as instanced in the works of the Alexandrian 
Fathers, has not always been himself 1 sober and reverent 
in the employment of (the) allegorisms. "19

That Fr. Seynaeve is correct, at least about the broad spiritual inter

pretation which he applies to Newman, is readily seen if we examine exanplee 
of the typology in question more closely. Let us examine in some detail 
what Newman thinks of some events and then some persons of the Old Testa
ment as they foreshadowed the New,

"Almighty God’s work in the creation of the world /_is7* the archtype

of all works which His creatures are able to do through His grace unto
20glory." Moreover, a general survey of Hebrew history shows us "a picture

91of man’s history...and that in it Moses takes the place of Christ."

The Jews were foreigners in Egypt and slaves as well, but God freed them 
while admitting them to the promised land. All these things mean to Nevzman 

that the Christian Church is being prefigured. Christians, too, are in 
a strange land, where they are subjected to Satan, who is their hard task 

master, as Pharaoh oppressed the Israelites." Christ, however, intercedes 
for them and saves them. "Christ, then, is a second Moses, and greater 
than he, inasmuch as Chris, leads from hell to heaven, as Moses led the 
Israelites from Egypt to Canaan." Again, the Israelite past, wanderings, 
and settlement in Canaan precurses Christianity. In the Sinai, the Hebrews 
lived "by the signs of things, without realities: manna was to stand for 

corn, oil and honey, of the good land promised; water, for the wine and milk.
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It was a time for faith to exercise itself; and when they came in the
24promised land, then was the time of possessions." Such exercise, says

Newman, is the spiritual state of Christians - faith and possession - in
the wilderness and the promised land simultaneously. Furthermore, "the
Jewish rites had no substance of blessing in them..., they were but out-

25ward signs and types of spiritual privileges," of Christian Sacraments.

In like manner Easter reminds of the Passover "as substance answers to
shadow." The Israeli Temple was inhabited by God's spirit and as such

was the forerunner "of our Lord's manhood dwelt in by the Word of God as
a temple; still with this essential difference, that the Jewish Temple

26was perishable, and again the Divine Presence might recede from it."
Since there are so many types of the Holy Eucharist foreshadowed in

the Old Testament, we may devote our attention to them in particular.

Newman speaks of the Manna, the Pascal Lamb, the Showbread, the miracle
of the loaves, "which are figures of the bread alone; while the water from

27the rock...corresponds to the wine without the bread." He also mentions

Melchizedek's feast and Elijah's miracle of the meal and the oil. This

préfiguration of the Holy Eucharist is brought out in Newman's celebrated
28sermon, "The Gospel Feast," Here it is observed that the paramount rite

of religion has always been a feast, made more solemn in all times by a
preceding religious ceremony. Like other nations, the Israelites "had the
common notion of communion with God ... that we arrived at the possession

29of His invisible gifts by the participation in His visible." Who fails 

to observe, says Newman, that these feasts of the Old Testament prefigure 

the greatest feast of all, that of Holy Communion. And, as both bread 
and wine are separated and exemplified in the New, as shadows of personal 

communion, certain goods are set apart in the Old, which also prefigure
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communication with Christ. In the earlier Testament we read 1) of the

fruit of the tree of life, then 2) of the bread and wine offered by Mel-

chizedek, next 3) of the land flowing with milk and honey, oil and butter,

and the like. "These all may be considered to refer to the Gospel Feast

typically, because they were the rarest and most exquisite of the blessings

given to the Jews, as the Gospel Feast is the most choice and most sacred
30of all the blessings given to us Christians«"

The part of the Patriarchs is even more important for Newman - if we 

include judges, kings, and prophets in typifying Christ, the Apostles, 

and other Christians. Many of these allusions are to be found in his 

Anglican sermons - that period in which we are most interested. He says, 

for instance, "Kings.../.are/types of the promised Savior."31 Even "shep

herd's work has been marked out with special divine favor, as being a 

shadow of the good Shepherd who was to come." Jacob, Moses, and David 

were shepherds and men raised from low estate to great honor; "/the£T

image us that mystical and true Shepherd and Bishop of souls who was to 
33come."~'J Vie must note, however, the type never completely resembles the 

antitype, especially in this case. Furthermore, since Christ is the arch

typical antitype and because all other antitypes must be fulfilling in 

some respect, the antitype necessarily transcends the type. Naturally, 

Christ has the characteristics and qualifications of many types, i.e.:

Jacob endured, Moses meditated - and David wrought...
Christ...not only suffered with Jacob, and was in 
contemplation with Moses, but fought and conquered with 
David... Jacob was not as David, nor David as Jacob, 
nor either of them as Moses; but Christ was all three, 
as fulfilling all types, the lowly Jacob, the wise 
Moses, the heroic David, all in one as Priest, Prophet, 
and King. ~'r

"Abraham," writes Newman, "is the pattern of faith...He followed God
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in the dark as promptly, as firmly, with as cheerful a heart, and bold
35a stepping, as it he were in broad daylight»" The basic integrity of

Newman1s Economy that the just must live by faith has been anticipated

by Abraham’s life« "In the call of the Patriarch..»the great outlines

of the Gospel were anticipated; in that he was called in uncircuiacision,

that he was justified by faith, that he trusted in God’s power to raise
36the dead, that he looked forward to the day of Christ." To say it another

way, Christ's Covenant, in the Newman interpretation, was played out in

Abraham’s life and dramatic narrative«

Whereas Abraham is known for faith, Jacob is remembered for "overflowing
37thankfulness,«.for God’s providence," though as the Bible recounts, "it

38was his calling to be in the storm." Be was diametrically opposed to
39Esa’si, "who was first profane and then presumptuous," ' "his history forms

40a typical anticipation of Gospel grace,:! and he is an example of thank

fulness.

Moses foreshadows Christ the Redeemer because he "saved" his people 

from Pharaoh. This act is why Newman always refers to him as "the meek

est of men." But he /ifcses/ also revealed to the Hebrews God's will, 

and therefore he preflgues Christ as a prophet. In this sense, Moses 

is chief model as Christ is the archtypical antitype. For one thing, Moses 

was the only one to see God’s face before Christ - though not as fully as 

Christ, "As the greatest privilege which he might attain, Moses was per

mitted to see the skirts of God's greatness...But Christ really saw, and
41ever saw, the face of God." In addition, Moses typifies Christ as an

intercessor when the Israelites sinned, Newman says, "Here Moses...shadows
42out the true Mediator between God and man." ‘ Yet, at the same time, there

43is an "unspeakable distance" between the two.
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Joshua, who succeeded Moses, tricing his people into the actual promised 
land, prefigured the Lord in several ways. "On Moses death, a sudden gleam 
of heaven...came over the elder Church;...the glean of sunshine...rested 

over the Israelites, and was the promise of the New Covenant, and of time 
of the G o s p e l . N e w m a n  feels that Joshua foreshadows Christ at this 

point because of the following: 1) his name means the same in Hebrew that 
Jesus means in Greek. (The name was changed from Oshea by Moses. Newman 

comments, "Surely the change was not for n o t h i n g " ) 2) Joshua singly 
and symbolically typified the mercy of Jesus by his treatment of the enemy 

harlot Rachab, which is typical of Christ fulfilling his office (Newman;
/Now as Joshua foreshadows Christ, so does Rachab recall to mind/ "that
favored and blessed penitent, 'the woman _/St. Mary Magdalen/...a sinner,’ "
—  —  47 x/to whom/ Jesus said, "Thy faith hath saved thee"; 3) Joshua was set

apart by no one else but God; he received his office not by inheritance 
but by God's will just as Christ did; 4) when Joshua died he received no 
special honors "as if to teach us to raise up our hearts to Him, for whom 

no mourning was to be made, for He was the Living among the dead";̂  5) 
Joshua left work to be completed,""a remnant of it to those who came after
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49him"; but he accomplished his purpose because the book which bears his 

name states, "all these kings and their land did Joshua take at one time," 
just as Newman, as a Christian, must believe Christ accomplished his goal, 

"We have to take the redemption offered us...We have to apply His grace 
to our own souls"; 6) the great successor of Moses foreshadows all Chris

tians for "in them in their degree, as well as in Him in its fulness, is
52accomplished the type which is contained in Joshua" - except that Joshua

used carnal weapons, whereas, as St. Paul writes, "the weapons of our war-
53fare are not carnal."



To know Saul 1g to know, in Newman1e thinking, the natural man, brave,
active, perhaps even good, but a man without faith, with a "deadness to all

54considerations not connected with the present world." "The signs of
willfulness run through his history from first to last..., he preferred

55his own way to that which God had determined." David, on the other hand,
contrasted to Saul, Newman always says is "a man after God’s own heart,

the principle and most exact type of Christ. David is "the nearest resem-
57blence to Him of all, as a sufferer, as inspired teacher, and as king."

"Who was so variously gifted, so inwardly endowed, so laden with ex
ternal blessings, as Solomon? on whom all lavished, as on him, the titles 
and glories of the Eternal Son, God and man?""'® Solomon was for Newman 
a representation of the Prince of peace, but not because he suffered. 
Neither was he a priest, and unlike his father, he was no warrior or "a man

of strife and toil and blood...He has the crown without the cross, peace
59without war, experience without suffering." He, thus, prefigures Christ 

except as a suffering priest.
Eli jail, not Elisha, is thought by Newman to be forerunner, reformer, 

and preacher of repentance, a type of John the Baptist, who was the Lord’s 
forerunner; for Elijah prefigured or foreshadoxted his own age in almost 
the same manner. Yet, Newman points out that at times Elijah was more like 
Jesus than John. Elijah accomplished miracles - even raised the dead - 
and ascended at the completion of his life like Christ.^

Elisha, who followed Elijah, represents Christ’s followers; "Christ 

himself being exactly represented by neither, coming between them, or (if 

at all) represented by both at once...; /Christ is/ at once the antitype 
of Elijah ascending into heaven, and of Elisha standing by the Jordan, 
and receiving the gift of the S p i r i t . E l i s h a  thus, for Newman, fore-
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shadows the Christians. "Though Elijah was so great a prophet yet Elisha
62had a double portion of hie spirit." Such a double portion has a Christ

ian parallel: in St. Luke we read that John the Baptist "was filled with
63the Holy Ghost, even from his mother’s womb." "Yet even this extra

ordinary gift was as nothing compared with that Presence of the Spirit
64which Christ's followers received, and by which they were regenerated."

Newman goes on that Elisha had bestowed on him a special status with the 
invisible world, so that to him was revealed in its measure the comfortable 
Christian doctrine of the Communion of Saints:"-- which, of course, prefigures 
Christianity.^ Too, Elisha foreshadows the Church, i.e., the saints and 
doctors and popes, by the ability to discern spirits; and he surpasses 
Elijah as "St. Paul smote Elymas with blindness; and s t .  Peter pronounced 

God's judgement on Ananias and Saphira...and St. Paul bade deliver the 
incestuous Corinthian to Satan"*’0 in that he could inflict more powerful 
censures and judgments. Also, Elisha seems to have been endowed with extra
ordinary sanctity and virtue. Jesus Christ had this power in its fullness, 
of course, but it is true that the Holy Spirit brou^t it to his Apostles.

Furthermore, "there is much in Elisha's miracles...typical of the Christian 
67Sacraments." Naaman's washing and subsequent cure in the Jordan is certainly 

a precursor of Baptism; likewise the increase of the oil is to the multi
plication of the loaves a type of Holy Communion. Moreover, in his associ
ation with the "world" and worldly matters Elisha resembles Christ and his

Church. "Elijah, like the Baptist, lived out of the world; but Elisha was
68intimately connected with great political movements of his age." Finally,

Newman notices the fairness and dignity Elisha had in dealing with men,
69high and low, "in which he was a fit type of Holy Church Catholic."

Lastly, Jeremiah, the most outstanding representative of all the Pro-
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phete, is seen by Newman as a special pre-picture of our Lord Jesus Christ.
Though "all the Prophets were types of the Great Prophet whose way they were

preparing," he, whose history has been traced out in Scripture in the greatest
detail of all the other prophets, "is the most exact type of Christ among
them; that is next to David, who, of course, was the nearest resemblance

70to Him of all...Jeremiah comes next to David."
The second link Newman establishes between the Old and New Testaments, 

according to Seynaeve, is that of rites, institutions, and laws which relate 
and connect the "Law" and Gospels.^ We may continue with it as a discussion 

of typology because it is but a particular application of that principle.
Though it was said that the Gospel was not comparable to Judaism be

cause of the simplicity of the former in rite, code, and ordinance, Newman 

disagreed with nineteenth-century liberal Protestants on this point. He 

said quite unequivocally, "so far from this being true, I think even the 
contrary may be laid down; that the existence of a polity, a ceremonial and
a code of laws, under the Gospel, is the very point in which Christianity

"72agrees with Judaism. He goes on to clarify this statement from his
famous sermon "The Principle of Continuity between the Jewish and Christian
Churches" by pointing out that not all ordinances are done arway with under

the Gospel, since Christ created some or initiated some directives.-and only
those which were not conceived by Jesus were abolished by the early Christians.

However, it is true as well, according to Newman, that "what was in use
before is not so much superseded by the Gospel ordinances, as changed into 

73them." In other words, "the substance remains" but "the use, the meaning,
74the circumstances, the benefit is changed." He believed also that it net

only superimposed itself, but that it "illustrates, tempers, spiritualizes,"
75it "opens and elevates," the ritual of the Old Testament.

Why the earlier Testament was abrogated is important here. It leads



us directly to typology. Earlier rites and customs were abolished because
they were but shadows of their antitype, Christ, writes Newman: "So far

then as they are types they are abolished; but not as they are religious
76services, principles, and elements of religious worship." In these last,

they are continued in substance, continued in their precepts, and only
abolished as types by Christianity.

The types having been continued, we should examine what Newman made
of them. The Sabbath, for instance, is no longer observed in letter, "it

77is observed in substance," So is circumcision, which has been replaced
78by baptism; of the Paschal Feast, which he finds replaced by Holy Communion;

and of the Jewish temple, altars, and sacrifices, which foreshadowed or were
80"shadoxirs of good things to come."

Prophecies are the third link between the Testaments in Newman's scheme 

of the biblical unity. Seynaeve writes that "the future Cardinal" was in
spired by the marvelous prophecies concerning Christ's kingdom. He, as 

we recall, admitted that certain eastern sages and heathen poets were guided 
by the Holy Spirit, but these he did not place among those prophets who pre

dicted Christ's coming because he found the Judaic Prophets a near "inde

pendent dispensation." Seynaeve continues that these were thought by him
to mean that Judaism, the organ of the prophecies, and Christianity, the

0 - 1

object of the prophecies, were part of one divine plan.

It is difficult to define, however, exactly what Newman means by "pro
phecy." Nevertheless, we are not so concerned with a comprehensive definition 

as we are with how the subject relates to typology. Seynaeve states that 
Newman'8 definition, "prophesying ]\gJ the exposition of what is latent in 
Divine Truth," is what makes it impossible, because of vagueness, to dis
tinguish clearly betxieen prophecies and types in Newman. He (Seynaeve)
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adds that Newman sometimes uses types as prophecies, as correlatives.

However, Newman did not distinguish between what scholars call anticipation, 
a broad expectancy in the future, of which prefiguring may be one kind, and 
prophecy. However, this lack of distinction does not concern us. We are 

more interested in what Newman revealed of himself as a typologist in the 
examples he chose from prophecy. For instance, he felt that, while all 
the prophecies revealed one truth and together were complete biblical re
velation, the most important ones were the first ones precisely because 

revelation was about the same thing from beginning to end and the first 
prophecy contained the seed of all that was to come. In the book of Genesis, 
as Newman says, we first encounter the summary of the Messianic prophetic 

revelation; ’’the chosen people was set up in this one idea, viz., to be
a blessing to the whole earth, and that, by means of one of their own race,

83a greater than their father Abraham.” God was speaking, then, from the
first his whole purpose in a precise way. "One man, born of the chosen tribe,
was the destined minister of blessing to the whole world; and the race, as

represented by that tribe, was to lose its old self in gaining a new self
84in Him. Its destiny was sealed upon it in its beginning.” The sealing,

for Newman is a "categorical prophecy, literal and unequivocal in Its work-
85ing, direct and simple in its scope." These were the first communications

made to the Jews in a long line of prophecies in "types and figures" for
the purpose of guidance. False categorical announcements, then, are the

prophecies that contain the seed for later antitypes.

Newman believed that the prophecies were fulfilled literally because

they explained the "visible Church, a temporal kingdom, a succession of
86rulers such as the prophecies do describe." And he insisted on this 

because there is an historical correspondence between the prophecies and 

their accomplishment afterwards. Newman v/ould not allow a "figurative"
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Interpretation here, but this 1b not saying "spiritual" though in this

sense they seem to be almost the same. It shows that he was not as alien
to the literal sense as some have assumed. Here he means that nothing
must interfere with the literal fulfillment of the sacred text though

types may arise later over and over after the original fulfillment.
It should not bother us that a prophecy was not fulfilled in every

literal aspect. We know that the prophets used figures of speech, poetry,

language which had special religious meaning, and language of their times.
Nor should we be perturbed because the Jewish Church was national and

local because it is its identity which has passed forward. It is the

"remnant" being carried forward which counts, thus fulfilling the prophecies
substantially if only partially. In this same sense, Christ was never

too concerned about fulfilling prophecies - or to say it another way,
He fulfilled them in his own way and then pointed out what the Prophets 

87meant.

The last link between the two Testaments which Newman found, though 
very little, is the literary connection. In his unpublished essay "On 

Connection in Doctrine and Statement of the Books of the Apocrypha with 
the New Testament," we find the only place he attempts to trace New Testa
ment expressions to the Old. But here he only points out a principle

already enunciated that "the Revelation of the New Covenant was not suddenly
88made but gradually." He also points out that from Malachl onward, after 

they had stopped for a while, the Messianic prophecies became clearer 
and ever widening.

Now that we have considered Newman1s doctrine on continuity, we realize 

the importance of typology to his entire system. Everything is a preparation 
for Christ, Truth and Life, in moving from the Old to the New Testament.



Most things are type and antitype» However, we have said nothing of typ
ology in the New Testament,

The unity manifested in the New Testament, which, as Newman said, 
is based on Christ, "the most awfully simple and transcendent of possible 
unities," admits in Newman’s view of accidental differences and variety.^ 
The Synoptic Gospels, St. John's Gospel alone, the Epistles of Paul, and 
other epistles are all separate testimonies to the same truth with this 

contrast with the Old Testament: that the truths revealed were but further 

explication of the one great truth, Christ. However, typology continues 
the same except that Jesus sometimes foreshadows himself, as in creating 

wine at Cana before instituting the Holy Eucharist, or He sometimes is seen 
in events after His life on earth, in the idea, for instance, that Jesus' 

followers xfill do more and more wonderful things as the gifts of the spirit 

increase. Still, the followers are but single individuals manifesting, 
as did those types of the Old Testament, God's eternal Light. They are 

followers with a greater, clearer dispensation but not without struggles 
and trials as they manifest the Truth which unites all of scripture - and
all of Newman,



CHAPTER V

NEWMAN'S POETRY

In this section we shall conclude our essay by attempting to demonstrate 
our thesis: the protoplasm of Newman's poetry is no different from that 

of hid sermons, which rely heavily on the allegorical interpretation of 

Holy Scripture, particularly the typological and "fuller" senses of alle
gorical interpretation. In order to do so, we shall reiterate in brief 
the logic of our case, and then we shall turn to an analysis of Newman's 

poetry itself as our final proof. We began our thesis by pointing out 

that Newman was either an Anglican or Catholic priest almost all of his 
adult life and that it was unthinkable to us that he xrould have held, espe

cially in view of his personal history, any but the orthodox religious opin
ions of the two Churches he represented. To establish this thesis, we 
first carefully examined his personal doctrine on Holy Scripture. We then 
pointed out that he was strongly under the influence of the Alexandrian 
Fathers, especially when he was an Anglican, a time during xvhich he x«rote
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the bulk of his poetry. While we were making our examination, we noted 
also that Newman had a logically established scheme for his Biblical exe
gesis, which proceeded from first principles on through the unity of Scrip

ture and which admitted of several different methods of Biblical interpre
tation, all of which were at times conveniently used by him though he favored 
the allegorical or mystical, as it is sometimes called. At the same time, 

we were careful to include the information that Newman had a doctrine on 
the inspiration of Holy Writ as well. We found this doctrine, though per

sonal , to hold the orthodox Christian position, that the two Testaments 
were in fact directly inspired by Gcd.

Our reasons for this very thorough examination were simply to lead 

up to the realization that the deeper, fuller, more "broadly" allegorical 
interpretation of the Bible was of fundamental importance in Newman*a think

ing as a priest and,therefore, as a writer who cannot be separated from 
the vocation to which he was totally dedicated. Because we found in making 
this inspection that Newman set down his theories less by formal writing 
than by example, we did at the same time admit a plethora of illustrations 
from Newman*s sermons, especially typological ones, to our text on Newman*s 

hermeneutics in the third chapter in hopes that we could more clearly point 
out the similarities of the figures and ideas of his poetry. We felt that 
a deep analysis of the hermeneutics and the sermons would aid us at the 
point where we now stand.

Before going on to our poetic analysis, however, it would perhaps 

be a worthwhile idea to reiterate our definition of "allegorical" as we have 

used it in describing Newman* s exegetical and homiletic method. Meanwhile, 
we shall see that his purpose cannot be understood by mere definitions 

but must include an idea of the philosophy from which his motivation sprang.
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First of all, wc must repeat that ihe allegorical method which Newman used, 
whether broad or strict, was more than just a form of extended metaphor

: ; i /-■ <in which objects or persons are equated with meanings outside the narrative 
itself. His method, while allowing only one literal meaning, could admit 

to allegorical meaning at several levels but required, and here is why 
religious allegory is different, that the exegesis did not distort accepted 
Scriptural doctrine. In fact, Biblical passages with a clear enough literal 

meaning might not admit any allegorical sense except the one stemming from 
the literal, i.e., the two senses being one and the same. When they are 

the same, we have what we mean, by Newman's "strict" allegory as compared 

to the "broad," which always had a deeper, hidden sense, either of the 
typological or of the sensus plenior or of the current as it applies to our 

own time. Newman used the broad sense when he could because, like its 

literary counterpart, it held greater truth in the lesser. He only stopped 
at the barriers of distorting traditional meaning, or the so-called use of 
the "figurative" sense, where words would have had to be forced into an 

interprétât ion.
Accompanying the method which Newman used for interpretation was some

thing almost as important. We speak of the philosophy of the exegete to 
which we momentarily referred above. It helps us define "broad." It was 
Newman’s certain feeling that positive exegetics were badly needed in order 

to refute error and spread truth. For him, the negative value in merely 
exposing wrong meaning was not enough. He saw in his own lifetime the 
powerful effect of espousing bold interpretations of Scripture in order 
to obtain converts to any sect. In the Preface of the Apologia Newman 

wrote, "how much more powerful even a false interpretation of the sacred 
text is than none at all." He added psychologically that the view, which 
the false interpretation of the Bible opens to us, is"positive and objective,



in spite of the fullest demonstration that it really has no claim upon 
our reception."^ Because he believed as he did and because he knew the 

pitfalls of interpretation, by the uneducated particularly, Newman was 
convinced that the great deal which was left unexplained in Scripture had 
to be attempted. He was as positive as his conscience would allow in his 

deep desire to shed the truth in his own lifetime, but more important,
he extended his exegesis almost as broadly as the Alexandrian Fathers,I
some of whom were judged heretical because their interpretations were 

so figurative. Newman’s own liberal treatment of Scripture is our good 
fortune, however; in its boldness, it better lends itself to explication 
of his poetry.

On December 21, 1867, at the Oratory in Birmingham, Newman concluded 
the Dedication to his only published volume of poetry. Shortly afterward 

the volume was released to the public with only slight changes in some 
of his earlier-written lines, those which were contrary to Catholic Dogma. 
There were one hundred and seventy-seven English poems including the trans
lations from the Roman and Parisian Breviaries (poems CXXI1I to CLVII, 

which we shall exclude from our discussion as not being original Newman.
Of the poems originating with him, almost one hundred were written during 
Newman’s famous trip to the Mediterranean, which lasted from early December 
1832, to late June, 1833 (XXXI to CXV). It is this group in which we shall 

be most interested although we do not exclude any religious poem, which 
means practically all, from our consideration. Many of the poems were 
songs or hymns, or were written for albums. Some were for family ties 
but were of a religious nature simultaneously. One, The Dream of Gerontius 
was much lengthier than any of the others in the volume, the largest of 
which was not one-tenth the length of Gerontius, written to commemorate
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the death of fr. Ambrose St. John. It was the last poem which Newman ever

wrote in English, also, and it will require our careful scrutiny because
\of its heavy reliance on allegory and types. f
T

One thing common to many of the poems that is basic to our thesis 
is the way in which they look forward in time, perhaps by an anticipation 
or by a prophecy or by recording a journey or passage of time. During \tthis passage of time, an encounter with God is taking place, which is i\ 
typical of the way Newman looked forward in Christian manner to a meeting.

It was, as we know, a fundamental of his allegorical method and, partic
ularly, of his typology. We can consider for example the very first poem 
in the volume, "Solitude";

There is in stillness eft a magic power
To calm the breast, when struggling passions lower;
Touch’d by its influence, in the soul arise 
Diviner feelings, kindred with the skies.

Here the poet implies rather than says there has been a lasting struggle
to curb the emotions, which has resulted in a peace caused by stillness,
which allows the soul to arise and approach "diviner feelings," a closer

relationship with God. Newman wrote this poem when he was but seventeen

years old; it is hardly the best example of the soul moving towards God,
but it certainly is worth noting because it shows that the idea of the
Christian pilgrimage was something of the young Newman’s life, a seed

which continued to grow. There are better examples, however. Some are
directly linked to typology. For instance, the "Hidden Ones" (XIV) is

a narrative of how God waits for hie saints to develop. It includes an 
allusion to the. struggle which all saints must undergo, to the types who 
are successful or not as the case may be, and to the human condition,as 
it concludes with a prayer for pity and aid:



Lord I who can trace but Thou
The strife obscure; twixt sin' s soul thralling spell
And Thy keen Spirit, now quench’d, reviving now?

Or who can tell
Why pardon's seal stands sure on David’s brow 

Why Saul and Demos fell?
Oh! lest our frail hearts in the annealing break,

Help, for Thy mercy's sake.

It would be exhausting to discuss every poem which illustrates the 
sojourn of every Christian, but there are so many poems of this type that 
show the relationship of Scripture accounts to contemporary time that we 
must point out several more. In "Epiphany Eve" Newman emulates the Magi 

by subtitling his poem "A Birthday Offering," making himself an antitype, 
who proceeded to worship, saying that Christ is worthy because of "Tracing 

thus the narrow road / All must bread, and Christ has trod." For Newman 
the Bible was Christ-centered as we know, and lie is the type most worthy 

of emulation. The allegory here is unmistakable as it is in a poem entitled 

"Wanderings," (XXXIIl) in which Newman compares himself to Adam in his 
loss of "Earth favours," which faded, and loss of Eden, which did not.
In "Faith Against Sight" (XCIIl), Newman says, "The world has cycles" 
as he continues the theme of man's activity in time, always with allegory, 

mostly in comparing our lives to those of the past. He prefaces this 
last poem with a New Testament quotation, "As it was in the days of Lot, 
so shall it be also in the d$y of the Son of Man," as he indicates that 
man must ever move toward or from God.

The greatest amount of allegory can be found amongst the poems which 

could be designated as strictly typological. There are a great many, and 
they undoubtedly stem from Newman's cast of mind. Not only does he use 
Christ as the supreme type, but he ranges throughout the Old Testament 
and the New, just as he does in his sermons. The prophets for instance, 

are favorite subject matter, but Newman also uses Christian saints such
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as Philip Neri and Joseph, the father of Christ. In addition, there 
are the ancient Hebrews, David, Noah, Isaac, Melchi-'zadek, even the three 

children of the fiery funace of Daniel, and negative or undesirable types 
like Cain. In "Abraham’1 (LI)Newman actually refers to the patriarch as 

"Faith's truest type" in characterizing a man who communed with God and 
chose the better part while he became a "pledge of Gentile Grace!" So 
in Jeremiah, (XLVXI) he compares the woe of the great prophet to some 

Christians, while asking, if so meek a man could suffer, what must his 
contemporaries expect. Newman very frequently follows a pattern as he 
does in "Jeremiah" and "Moses" (XLIV). In both of these, he introduces 

the type to be emulated along with a quality for discussion - in Moses* case 
that same self-will — so that the readers will not lose their promised land.

David, next to Christ, is the type of whom Newman is most fond. At 
such favoritism we should not be surprised since Newman considers him to 
be most like Christ of all the Old Testament figures in that he was a 
king, prophet, and,most important, a suffering servant of God. Four poems 

use David directly as a subject of typological Interest (XLV, LIX, LXI, 

LXIIl). In the first, "The Patient Church," the pattern we observed is 
followed: 1) David is likened to the patient members of the Christian 
Church in his self-containment after his anointing as compared to Jeroboam 

at Bethal and Dan, where the latter attempted to usurp a power not right- 
fully his** (setting up golden idols for worship); 2) at the conclusion 

of the poem, Newman sees the separation of Christian sects as good because 
the remnant, as those cast off by Jeroboam*s act, will become the triumphant 
"true seed." In "Judgment" (LIX), Newman again compares himself to David’s 
type, asking that he be spared David’s punishment for sin or at least, 
if punished, that he receive David’s reward, "An Angel's scourge is gain."
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In the poem, "David and Jonathan," the familiar pattern evolves, but in 
this case the relationship of David and Saul's son is compared to that 

of St. Paul and Barnabas, as exemplary of Christ's teaching that those 
who live most to us are those who have died to the world. Finally "The 

Call of David" (LXIIl) compares David to Christ as the "root" for "man's 
promised healing Fruit," a role in which Newman most sees the "Shepherd" 
of Israel, as he is inclined to call David.

Sometimes Newman compares more than one prophet to Christ or to
Christians. Such comparison happens in the "Day-Labourers" (LXXX) when

he uses Moses, Joshua, and David as types who prefigure, though with blemish,'
the perfect work of Jesus, which Newman then says all Christians must emulate:

One only, of God's messengers to man 
Finish'd the work of grace, which He began;
E'en Moses wearied upon Nebo's height,
Though loth to leave the fight
With the doom'd foe, and yield the sun-bright land 
To Joshua's armed hand.
And David wrought in turn a strenuous past 
Zeal for God's house consuming him in heart;
And yet he might not build, but only bring 
Gifts for the Heavenly King;
And these another rear'd his peaceful son,
Till the full work was done.

List Christian warrior! thou, whose soul is fain 
To rid thy Mother of her present chain;- 
Christ will avenge His Bride; yea even now 
Begins the work, and thou
Shalt spend it in thy strength, but, ere He save,
Thy lot shall be the grave.

Newman renders this poem in the pattern of which we spoke: first, he 

chooses a typical quality; second, he selects his Old Testament types, 
who in some way foreshadow Christ; and third, he draws a comparison with 

contemporary Christians, or in this case, he could be referring to himself 
alone, to show how the ancients prefigured them.

Moses is a type frequently used by the poet. Though he typified



Christ in his roles as savior and prophet only, he is used as much as David.
In "The Death of Moses" (LTV), Newman writes in first person, making a
Moses of himself, as he spells out the agony of dying without having actually
entered the promised land: "I diel - yet is no rest, / 0 Lord! in store,

since Canaan fades / But seen, and not possest?" It is an assumption of 

ours that Newman had in mind not physical death but vocational. This poem 
was written off Ithaca on December 30, 1832, shortly after Newman had left 
Oxford for his Mediterranean cruise. He had been stripped of his tutorial 
duties by Edward Hawkins, prior to his journey; in fact, the act was one 

of the reasons why he, having no work and no prospects, left England for

a holiday. It did not turn out to be that; Newman was never at ease abroad,
even though he grew fond of Sicily; it was a time, we suggest, when Newman 
felt he was going to miss "Canaan," if indeed he had not already. Doubt

less this mood continued, for shortly thereafter, on January 9, 1833, to
be precise, he wrote a second poem in the same vein. Its typological
subject is once again Moses. In "Behind the Veil" (LVIIl) Newman pictures 

himself the travel-worn wanderer, finding at last a friendly congregation, 
where he hears Christ’s message again, much as Moses heard God'sJ for he 

pictures Moses, face veiled, as he would have liked to be after seeing his God:
Lord, grant me this abiding grace 
Thy Word and sons to know;
To pierce the veil on Moses' face 
Although his speech be slow.

Strictly speaking it stretches a stringent definition to call this poem 

typological since Newman only desired to do what Moses had successfully 
completed; but he is at least an allegorical antitype.

Besides using himself as an antitype, Newman uses various other Chris
tians. The list contains Joseph, the foster father of Christ, St. Paul, 
some of the Alexandrian Fathers, some of the Apostles, John the Baptist,
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and even St. Philip Neri, the founder of the order to which Newman belonged,
the Oratorians. Hie favorite Christian subject is Paul. In no less than
four poems (XLI, LXX, LXXV, LXXXl), all written on his trip to Italy and

the Mediterranean, does Newman write of the great Saint. Perhaps it was
because, like Paul often did, Newman himself travelled far from home.

Whatever the reason, in the first, "A Word in Season" (XLI), Newman asks
if he should emulate Paul by speaking out directly to sinners as Paul had
done on "Mars’ hill" in Rome. The answer the poet imagines illustrates
the formula that an antitype need not be exactly like his model:

Shall I thus speak th’ Atoning Name,
Though with a heart of stone?

"Not so," He said: "hush thee, and seek,
With thoughts in prayer and watchful eyes,
My seasons sent for thee to speak, 

n And. use them as they rise."

The same advice can be found in "St. Paul at Melita," (LXX) in which is 

recorded the event during which a poisonous viper struck Paul, who was 
immediately given the Heaven-sent aid he required. Newman concludes, 

"Christian1 hence learn to do thy part, / And leave the rest to Heaven."
"Our Future," (LXXV) which also was written about Paul, mentions Christ 

and Isaac as well. Newman includes himself and, we believe, all Christians 
as the final antitypes:

Did we but see,
When life first open’d, how our journey lay 
Between its earliest and its closing day 
Or view ourselves, as one time shall be,
Who strive for the high prize, such sight would break 
The youthful spirit, though bold for Jesus' sake.
But Thou dear Lord!
Whilst I traced out bright scenes which were to come,
Isaac’s pure blessings, and a verdant home 
Didst spare me, and withhold Thy fearful word;
Whiling me year by year, till I am found 
A pilgrim pale, with Paul’s sad girdle bound
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Paul, we eee, influenced the poem by more than his typological presence.

"Who strive for high prize" is a paraphrase by Newman of a verse of Paul’s 
First Epistle to the Corinthians, "Know ye not that they which run in a ,\ V ' >\f3 <race run all, but one receiveth the prize? So run, that ye may obtain." x, 
(IX, V. 24) Perhaps Newman wrote so because he hoped to prefigure Isaac

¡i
but found himself instead the antitype of Paul, who himself travelled the 
Mediterranean as a lone sojourner. This theme is continued in the final 
poem in which Newman uses Paul as a type, "Warfare," (LXXXI) where he 
cautions all Christians to expect to fight for the Kingdom of God, much 
as Paul did in his lifetime, or else, "thou hadet been a heathen in thy ' 

day."
Newman likes to use more rodem Christians as types, also. For example, 

he selects the Greek Fathers, who had so much influence on him, for special 
celebration. First, in "Hie Greek Fathers" (LIl) he calls them men "Born 
of the Spirit’s fiery shower / Cxir fathers and our guides." Next, he names 
them: Clement, Dionysius, Origen, Basil, Gregory of Nazienzen, and Atha- 
nase. Thev^ after each name, he cites their special gifts; most notable 

is Atlianase’s because he was a type of Paul, "With Paul’s own mantle blest." 
We recall that Christians could also fc© types, of course, because the 

future might constantly fulfill the past. In this case, all these saints 
were typified by the Holy Spirit in some form.

One of these men, St. Gregory Nazienzen becomes an antitype for both 

Jeremiah and Moses in the poem which bears hio name (LX/JCVlY). Pleading 
by word and deed was what he typified in the two prophets, but, later in 

poem, Newman has him stir his own Pentecost and thus makes him a type 
bearing the Iloly Spirit:
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Yesl thou bright Angel ox the East! didst rear 
The Cross divine.

Borne high upon, the liquid accents, where 
Men marked the Sign:

Till that cold city heard thy battle cry,
And hearts were stirr'd, and deem’d a Pentecost was nigh*

Newman uses the apostles as well. In "Desolation" (XCTV) he makes
Nathaniel a forerunner of all Christians who know their "sacred lore."

In the same poem, he prefigures struggling Christianity with mention of
the pilgrims on the road back to Emmaus after Christ's crucifixion:

When friends to Emmaus bend their course,
He joins, although He holds their eyes:
Or, shouldst thou feel some fever’s force,
He takes thy hand, He bids thee rise

In like manner, he presents James and John in allusion to their mother’s
request of Christ to allow them to sit at the two hands of God (Matthew 20,
V. 20). At hie conclusion, Newman Intimates more than writes the typology
in implying the brothers' experience is akin to that of all Christians:

Now they join hands once more above,
Before the Conqueror's throne;
Thus Cod grants prayer, but in His love 
Makes times end ways his own.

It may be objected that this last is not strict typology, but let us remind 

that the antitype of the occasion of the prayer or request by the Zebedee 

brothers could foreshadow the experiences of many Christians, too countless 
to number, who have their prayers answered in strange ways. In like manner, 
xor instance, Newman compares Thomas to all Christians in "Vexations,"1 (C) 
where the poet hopes they will not take Thoms’ negative attitude.

At least two other poems, "Liberalism" (IXXXIII) and "The Religion 
ol Cain" ( X m ) , are typological of negative attitudes. In the first here 
mentioned, Newman compares the liberals of his day with Jehu, who ceased 

not worshipping the idols Jeroboam creates. Here is how Newman inscribes 
the poem, "Jehu destroyed Baal out of Israel. Howbeit from the sins of



Jeroboam Jehu departed not from afi.er them, to wit, the golden calves that 
were in Bethel, and that were in Dan." (II Kings, 10, V. 29) Jehu’s in

discretion, therefore, foreran those of the Victorian agnostics and free 

thinkers, whom Newman bitterly opposed. Likewise in "The Religion of Cain 
Newman urges his fellows to eschew Cain's selfishness and to select the 

boldness of the apostles as their opposition to self-love.
Finally, in three truly touching poems, "St. Philip Neri in His 

Mission," (CLXIV) "St. Philip Neri in Himself," (CLXV) and'St. Philip 

Neri in Hie God," (CLXVI) Newman writes about the founder of the Oratorian 
Order, St. Philip Neri, to whom he was ardently devoted. In the first 
poem, he makes himself and others a type of Philip and of St. Peter by 

referring to himself as their child. He does so again in "St. Philip in 
Himself":

Yet there is one I more affect 
Than Jesuit, Hermit, Monk, or Friar,
'Tis an old man of sweet aspect,
I love him more, I more admire
I know him by his head of snow,
His ready smile, his keen full eye,
His words which kindle as they flow 
Save he be rapt in ecstacy...

0 Sainted Philip, Father dear 
Look on thy little ones, that we 
Thy loveliness may copy here,
And in the eternal Kingdom see.

Of course, we must not forget that St. Philip had a double relationship 

with Newman as both spiritual guide and the founder of the order which 
Newman joined. In fact, Newman established the Oratory of St. Philip 
Neri near Birmingham in 1843. Therefore, he experienced similar adminis

trative exigencies as did Philip during his life in Rome. In "St. Philip 
in His God," Newman actually sees Philip as a type of Christ," And

lip when we gaze, / We see the image of his Lord," but he concludes



hia poem with an appeal to Philip, as hio father - which we submit creates 
type and antitype - to make all the Oratorians like their founder.

There are other typological poems which we will only mention here.
’’Hope" (LXIX) typifies Noah as the embodiment of Christ's hope; whereas, 

in "Jonah" (XCIl)the title character is corrupted by the indolence that 
can be the Christian's. In "Temptation" (LXXIV) Newman sees himself as 
tried like the three in the fiery furnace, and there are several poems 

where Adam is fulfilled by Newman or Christ. In "Pusillanimity" (bill)
John the Baptist becomes a type for fearless emulation, and in two poems, 
(XLIII, CVI) England became a type of rebellious country, in one burning 

an allegorical "Tree of Life" to follow Baal, while in the other coup arable 
to Tyre, Babel, and Sodom. In "Judaism" (CXIV) there is even mention of 
the pagan Oedipus as a forerunner of Abraham's children in his wilfulness.
As we know, Newman allowed pagan types were possible since he believed 

they had from God a dispensation of a type, though not comparable to the 
Hebrew's. There are poems using Joseph, the father of Christ, Melchizedek, 
and Adam singly. Finally, there is even one poem about the obscure Uzzah 
and Obed-Edom, who foreshadow respectively the patrons and sons of the 
church in "Uzzah and Obed-Edom." (CVIII)

We now conclude with an examination of Th«->Dream of Gerontius. (CLXXVIl) 
It need not be lengthy since one or two allusions will immediately make 
clear how allegorical and typological the poem is. First of all, the 
entire poem concerns itself with the journey of the soul of Gerontius to 
heaven and then purgatory. Therefor ̂ , we return to the idea of the pas

sage of time or the journey which marks so many of the previously discussed 
poems. Gerontius is taking that trip required of all human souls immediately 
after their deaths (He is accompanied by his guardian angel). The trip



becomes allegorical, therefore, as well as typical, much like the other

poems mentioned. During the journey, the angel tells Gerontius that he
now lives in a world, and we must remember it as God*s world, of "signs
and types." We submit that Newman had before his mind always the idea
of the "Economy"; that in the next world or this, Newman knew that God
did hardly communicate with man otherwise; that, if man could not discern
the signs and types when he was alive, he would not after death.^ Just
prior to the trip Newman has the "assistants," who are praying for Geron—

?!

tius recovery, beg, in the names of Enoch, Elias, Abraham, Job, Lot, Isaac, 
Moses, Daniel, and other figures or types of the Old Testament, the re
covery of their friend just as God had rescued each of the besought. Finally, 
near tne end of the poem, Christ is alluded to as "a second Adam /who/

bo the fight and to the rescue came," while all flesh and blood is compared
5as a type to the original Adam. The comparison implied is very typical 

and very allegorical. It is christologically centered. And as characteristic 
of Newman’s concepts, it fulfills both his theology and the scheme of the 
poem.

Newman hardly xm>te a non-religious poem for. his volume, though there 
are a few. Of the religious ones, practically all are in some way allegorical 
or, more specifically typological, and, although many may be Platonic in 
their natural tendency toward correspondences, most, we believe, emphasize 
the movement towards God of the single man and all men too. But, this 
each reader must conclude for himself.
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